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of angels, demons, God, and ]esus as God's Son, to name a few. As Paul notes
concerning truth in the Scriptures, certain factual affirmations about past events
always remain true (l cor 15:3-5). These statements are univocal, having the same
meaning for Paul as for us, though we may apply that single meaning in a variety q1
ways.

At the same time the Bible conveys truth to us analogically in its didactic sec-
tions, poetry, apocallpses, and narratives though they were uttered or written to
people long ago. we learn by analogy when we discover that truth in the Bible
applies to life and situations in the modern world. Jesus told his followers, "You ars
the light of the world" (Mt 5:14). Since people in Bible times and people todav
both have an understanding of how a light functions to give light to everyon" in
the house (whether by means of candles, lamps, torches, or electric or battery-oper-
ated lights), we understand the analogy. We learn that Jesus wants his followeri to
"brighten up" their world, which fesus elaborates to mean, among other things,
doing good deeds (5:16).

Today we can only read about God's actions and those of his people in the
past, but because there exist parallels and commonalities between the worlds of the
ancients and ours, we can comprehend the analogies and learn from them. our task
is more difficult in places where an author or speaker does not clearly spell out the
lesson to be learned or the nature of the analogy. For example, what precisely should
we learn from the story of Joseph's life and his exploits in Egyptf or from the
inspiring narratives about David's friendship with Jonathanf What are the points of
analogy between Israel's circumstances and oursl What does God expect us to learn
from psalms written by an ancient king to express his frustrations or joys in lifef The
basic goal of this book is to help readers discover God's message to Christians today
from the teachings and stories "back then."27

27lndeed, Paul informs his Roman readers, "For everything that was written in the past was
written to teach us, so that through endurance and the encouragement of the Scriptures we might
have hope" (Rom 15:4).
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will soon become appiuentrwe believe one mustinterpretBible passages in their
origind historical context-a view that descends from a long line of intellectual
uccstors, bothlewish and Christian,who have soughtto interpret the Bible properly.
Abricf survey of the history of Bible interpretation is beneficial in several ways. First,
it introduccs key issues that are pertinent to Bible interpretation, which, in turn,
PttParcs the student to understand the approach to these issues that we present.

. Sccond, it sensitizes readers to the opportunities and pitfalls involved in try-
ug to contextualize Bible teachings in the present. A critical assessment of the ma-
jor intcrprctive methods practiced-throughont history challenges readers to develop
r pcrsonal approach to Bible interpretation that maximizes the opportunities and
nunimizes the pitfalls. FinallS a knowledge of the history of intelpretation culti-
latcs an attitude of humility toward the interpretive process. Certainly we want to

PY.S. methods that hisiory has judged ashistaken or faulty. At the same rime,
thc history illusuates how complex thi process is and how inappropriate is arro-
gttcc in the pursuit of it.r

Jewish Interpretation

.-- T!. Bible's first interpreters were those who first possessed its writings-

Wd 
edited what later becami the Hebrew Scriptures.

tVith 
a few exceptions, our survey limits irself to the history of interpretation by western Chris-

or' after the Reformation, primarily to Protestant interpretation.
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Their identity and the history of their work remain obscure , but the Hebrew Scrip-

tures still show the thumbprints of their work.2 One such anonymous writer, fq1
example, ended Deuteronomy with this interpretation of the unique significance of
Moses: "Since then no prophet has risen in Israel like Moses, whom the Lord knew
face to face " (Deut 34:10). Similarly the books of l-2 Chronicles offer, in
part, a r€interpretation of I-2 Kings from a post-exilic perspective . Such interpreta-

tions sought to apply then-extant biblical materials to contemPorary concerns.

The first interpreters known by name were kvites who assisted Ezra the scribe.

When the Israelites returned from exile (late sixth century n.c.), they spoke the
Aramaic of Babylon instead of the Hebrew of their Scriptures. So, when on a sol-

emn occasion Ezra publicly read the Mosaic law, Irvites explained to the crowd

what he was reading (Neh 8:7-8). Probably their explanations involved both uans-

lation of the text into Aramaic and interpretation of its content. According to rab-

binic tradition, this incident spawned a new Jewish institution, the Targum (i.e.,

translation- interpretation ). 
3

In fact, that institution was one of two formative activities involving biblical

interpretation in intertestamental fudaism. In that period, Jewish worship included

the oral Targums-i.e ., the translation and interpretation of Hebrew scripture readings

in Aramaic. Eventually, scribes reduced these oral Targums to writing in order to per-
petuate their use, which continues to the present.a At the same time, scribes and

rabbis vigorously pursued the study and teaching of the Hebrew Scriptures, espe-

cially the Pentateuch. They worked to solve problems raised by tlte texts, explaining
obscure words and reconciling conflicting passages. More important, they sought

to apply the Scriprures to the issues of daily life raised by their contemPoraries.
A grave cultural crisis fueled their intensive scripture study. In the late

intertestamental era, domination by the Greek and Roman empires forced )ews to

define and preserve their own religious identity in the face of foreign cultural values

and religions. They found refuge in the study of their ancient Scriptures. In the

process, they honed their methods of interpretation to a fine edge. As Kugel points

out, the influence of these largely anonymous figures proved far-reaching:

They established the basic pafferns by which the Bible was to be read and un-
derstood for centuries (in truth, up until the present day), and, what is more ,
they turned interpretation into a central and fundamental religious activiry.s

2Recent investigarions have brought this "inner-biblical exegesis" to light. For an excellent

overview of current findings, see D. A. Carson and H. G. M. Villiamson, eds., /t rs Written: Scip'

tule Citing Scipture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 25-83. See also M. Fishbane'

Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (Oxford: Clarendon, 1984) for his discttssion of inner-

biblical exegesis in the OT.
3Palestinian Talmud, Megillab 4, 74d; G. Vermes, "Bible and Midrash; Eady Old TesBtnent

Exegesis," in P. R. Ackroyd and C. F. Evans, eds., Tlte Catnbidge History of tbe Bible: From lbe Be9in-

nings toJerome, s vols. (cambridge: At the Universiry Press, 1970), l:201 (hencefonh, CHB I).
aFor general background on Targums, see J. Bowker, 7be Targum in Rabbinic Literature (Cam'

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1X9), 3-28.

J. L. Kugel, 'Early Interpretarion: The Common Background of late Forms of Biblical Exege-

sis," in;. L. Kugel and R. A. Gree4 Early Biblical Interpletarloz (Philadelphia: \Yestminster, 1986D, 13.
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By thc New Tcstament Pcriod, this intcnse hermeneutical activity had already

o6cia into thrcc distinctivc approachcs to Scripturc. Each approach was associ-

II 
",iA 

a geogreplical centcr of |ewish rcligious life and a different school of

ilucht. For our puposcs, thcir importancc lics in the background they provide

;;rf" way NT writcrs interpreted the oT'

Babbinic Judaism

Crntcrcd in |erusalem and )udca, this branch of )udaism promoted obedi-

cncc to thc Hcbrcw Scripturcs, espccially the Torah, in thc face of mounting Bres-
3grc to accommodatc to Greco-Roman culture. Thc interpretive approach of

nbbinic Judaism is cvidcnt in thc massive amounts of literature it inspired. It con-
ains two basic types of content. Holohah (Heb. 'rulc to go by") involves the de-
duction of principles and regulations for human conduct derived spccifically from
OT lcgal material. Hngodnb (Heb. *a tclling"), by contrast, draws on the whole
OT offcring of storics and proverbs to illustrate biblical texts and to edify rcaders.6

Rabbinic Judaism produced three main literary works. The Mishnah presents
tbc oncc-ord teachings of lcading rabbis as carly as the famous competitors, Hillel
urd Shammai (late fust century B.c. to eady first century e.n.). Published about e.n.
2fi), thc Mishnah prcscnts many individual tractares arranged under six topics (e.g.,
frasts, women, holy things, etc.).7 About fifty years later, another document called
Abot (lit., 'the Fathcrs') affirmcd that what the Mishnah writcrs taught was part of
thc oral law reccivcd by Moscs at Mt. Sinai. Most of its content is halakah.

Thc Palcstinian and Babylonian Tdmuds (ca. e.o.400 and 600, respectively)
ccccntially offcr commentary (also known as Gemara) on the Mishnah by later rabbis.
lgpicallv organized, each ralmudic section quores a secrion of Mishnah, which is
foloqrcd by citations ofrabbis and portions ofScripture . The frequent citation ofscrip-
turc implies that thc Tdmud's purposc was to give biblical r.rpport for the interpri-
trtions of thc Mishnah.s At timis likc modcrn biblical commintaries but often very
diftrcnt, thc Midrashim (from Heb. dr{,uto vcarch') provide interpreation of bibrical
ooors'.somedmcs cxplaining passages almost verse-by-verse while often addressing
onry sclcctcd verscs. Thc commenury-which may provide paranel or even competingpcrspcctivcs-follows the quotation of a verse oi phrase from Scripture . Though
trStl no carlier than the sccond cenrury ̂ .o., ,oi,. of their interpretive materialprobab$ dcrives from the pre-christian eia. Most of their content ii haggadah.,

"- 
, 

5Halakah 
and haggadah also refer to the genre of rabbinic traditions themselves, whether theyqE rc8al or narrative in form.

Cf. ,,._^3t 
a standard edition, see H. Danby, Tbe Misbnab (O:<ford: Oxford Universiry press, 1964).

;'"T.th|3 
general comments and examples in J. Neusner, From Testament to Torab: An Introduction--tw''tts-rn 
in IK Formatite,4ge (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: prentice Hail, fggS), 45_"65.

tf' the excellent introduction with examples in Neusnet Flott Testarnmt to Torab, TZ-99.

t o--?' 
Cfulton, "variecies and Tendencies of Midrash: Rabbinic Interpreration of Isaiah 24.23,,, in R.

Gffi:: 
and D. rgenham, eds., studies in Midrasb and Hi*oriograpby, vol. 3 of Go@ perspctitEs

:iHf;iii.?l'l,.ti:"tfs:::!{^i#;.?-*ni'"'rv,Neusner(Fromrestamentto
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The interpretation of Scripture in rabbinic ludaism shows several distinct f61-
tures. First, it depends heavily upon rabbinic interpretive tradition. Interpretadol
arnounts to citing what earlier revercd rabbis say about a passage. For example.
consider how the Mishnah cites two ancient rabbis to resolve a possible conflici
between two important OT legal teachings. The Law taught that the people of
Israel must not work on the Sabbath (Deut 5:I2-I5) and must circumcise newboq
sons on their eighth day of life (kv l2:3; cf. Lk l:59; 2:21).But suppose the eighth
day falls on a Sabbathf The Mishnah resolves the conflict by appealing to rabbinic
tradition:

R Eliezer says: If they had not brought the circumcision knife on the eve of
Sabbath it may be brought openly on the Sabbath; and in time of danger a man
may cover it up in the presence of witnesses. R Eliezer said moreover: They
may cut wood [on the Sabbath] to make charcoal in order to forge an iron
implement. R Akiba laid down a general rule: Any act ofwork that can be done
on the eve ofSabbath does not override the Sabbattr- but what cannot be done
on the eve ofSabbath overrides the Sabbath.t0

Second, rabbinic commentators often interpret Scripture literally (Heb. p'{ot,
"plain sense"). At times, taking the plain sense of Scripture produced a rather
wooden interpretation. For example, Deut 2l:18-21 legislated the legal recoursc
of Israelite parents who have a rebellious son. By taking the text quite literally, the
Mishnah defined the circumstances under which an accused son would escape con-
demnation:

If either of them [i.e., t]re son's parents] was maimed in the hand, or lame or
dumb or blind or deaf, he cannot be condemned as a stubborn and rebellious
son, for it is wriften, Then sholl his father and his mother lay hold on hittt-so they
were not maimed in the hand; nnd bring him oat-so they were norlamel and
they shall say-so they were not dumb; this is our son-so they were notblind; he
will not obey our poice-so they were not deaf.rr

The central feature of rabbinic interpretation, however, is the practice of

rnidrnsh. Basically, midrash aims to uncover the deeper meanings that the rabbis

assumed were inherent in the actual wording of Scripture. Ultimately, their morives
were pastoral-to give logical biblical teaching for situations not covered directly

by Scripture . To do so, the rabbis followed 
" 

ryri.- ofexegetical rulcs (Heb. widd'6t)

carefully worked out over the years. Hillel listed seven such rules by which an inter-

preter might draw inferences from a passage .12 Most of the rules employed assurnp-

tions that we still deem valid----e .g., the use of analogous words, phrases, or verses

toshabbath 19.1 (from Danby, The Misbnab, 176).
rrSanhedrin 8.4 (from Danby, The Mi^shnab,394)
rzFor Hillel's list, see C. K. Barrett, "The Interpretation of the Old Testament in the New," CHB I'

383-84. Tradition also anributes lists of thirteen and thirty-wo rules to later rabbis. Cf. the excellent

rrearment of midrashic exegesis in R. N. Longen ecker, Biblical Ereg*is in tbe Alxxtotic Period (Grano

Rapids: Eerdmans, 7979, 32-38.
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- - r,;hlical cross-references to illumine the text under study. On the other hand,

f,J-*mes used cross-references in ways that we consider questionable (e.g.,

ffi *"#';:h"H|;T,;;tfr*"-*ff:t:,.lf ou."o""ortheseruresresurted

whcn do wc learn of a garden-bed, six hand breadths square, that five kinds of

sccd may be sown therein, four on the sides and one in the middlel Because it is

wrifien, For as the eorth bringeth forth her bud and as the gord.en caaseth the seeds

swn in it to spring forrl [Isa 6l:l I ]. It is not written lts seed., but the seeds sown

in it'

By breaking down Isa 6l : I I into parts, the Ge mara explains why Jews should

sow five kinds of seed in the same small garden:

R Judah said: *The earth bringeth forth her bud"l "bringeth forti"----one; "her
bud'--one; making two. *Seeds sown" means (at least) two more; making four;
'causeth to spring forth"---one; making five in all.13

Such interpretations may strike modern readers as ingenious manipulations of
Scripnrre. In fairness, however, one must remember that the rabbis assumed that
divinc truth resided both within and behind Scripture's words. Further, their mo-
tivc was thc same as that of any modern pastor-to apply Scripture to tlle pressing
ptoblcms of a contemporary audience . On the other hand, the rabbis were the first
b modcl the cross-reference straregy in bibtical interpretation. In that respect, mod-
cm Biblc students remain in their debt. More important, NT writers intelpr€t the
OT in ways not unlike the ancient rabbis. Thus, inowledge of their methods illu-
mincs the NT use of the OT.

Helhnistic Judaism

-: .In 333 s.c. Alexander the Great completed his conquest of the Persian Em-
Ptr_e including Palestine. He and his successors began to impose Greek culture
throughout their domain. Greek influence proved to be parricularly suong on theqryc 

Icwish community in Alexandria, the city in Eg;ypt named foi the gieat em-
Pcror'1h..., Hellenistic /udaism flourished, 

" 
mo*m.nt which soughi to inte-

Brtc Grcck philosophy especially that of Plaio, with Jewish religious biliefs.tn

tbhabbath 
9.2 (from Danby, Tbe Misbnab, 1o8, including n. 8).

.,.'lffugel, 
'Early Interpretation," 4044. For an overview of Hellenistic Judaism, see M. Hengel,

nqlenlzation' 
ofJudaea in the Fhst Century Afier Chnst (London: SCM, 1989).

l

l
' l
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Eventuallg Greek replaced Hebrew as the common language among )6p,
outside of Palestine. So about 200 r.c., Alexandrian Jewish scholars produced 1
Greek translation of the Hebrew Scriptures called the Septuagint.rs More impor,
tant for our purposes, in the fertile intcllcctual soil of Alexandria flowered a major
school of biblical interpretation, one which enjoyed wide influence among )sw,
scattered throughout the Roman Empire and in Jerusdem itself.

The major distinctive of this school ofinterpretation was its allegorical method.
which was rooted in platonic philosophy. Plato taught that true reality acrually lav
behind what appeared to the human eye.r6 Applied to literature, this view of reality
suggested that a text's true meaning lay behind the written words. That is, the text
served as a kind of extended metaphor which pointed to the ideas hidden behind
it.t7 With respect to the Hebrew Scriptures, the master practitioner of allegory was
the brilliant Alexandrian Jewish thinker, Philo (20 B.c.-A.D. 54) who sought to rec-
oncile the Hebrew Scriptures with the philosophy of Plato.r8

For Philo, a Bible passage was like a human being; it had a body (i.e ., a literal
meaning) and a soul (an allegorical meaning).re He accepted the literal meaning of
rnany Scriptures, but he also believed that only the allegorical method could reveal
fhe true inner meaning that God had encoded in them. He developed a set of rules
to recognize when a text's allegorical meaning was its true meaning. In his view,
one could disregard a text's literal meaning when it ( f ) said anything unworthy of
God, (2) contained some insoluble difficulry unusual grammar, or unique rhetoric,
and (3) was an allegorical expression.

Further, Philo believed that hidden meaning lay behind numbers and names.
More ingeniouslg he also found it by playing with the many possible meanings of
the same word and by regrouping the words of a biblical passage. Consider, for

example, how he handled Gen 2:I4 ("A river flowed through Eden and watered
the garden. From there the river branched out to become four rivers" Ncv). Hc

determined that the Edenic river represented goodness, while the other four repre-

sented the four great virtues of Greek philosophy-prudence , temperance , cour'

age, and justice .20 In other words, the number four in the biblical text suggested to

him four items from Greek philosophy.

ItThe ruler of Egypt, Ptolemy Philadelphus, attempted to collect all the books of the world and

wanted a Greek translation of the Jewish Law. During the third century B.c. only the Pentateuch was

translated; later the rest of the OT was translated.
rgTo illustrate, Plato compared human perception of reality to the experience of being in a

dimly lit cave. One sees only shadowy figures (the "forms"), but true realicy (the "ideas") lies behind

them. For more on platonic philosophy, see J. Coppelston, A History of Pbitosopby, S vols (Paramus'

NJ: The Newman Press. l97l'r, 1:127-206.
rTThe Greeks had honed this interpretive method from the sixth century e.c. It allowed thern.to

find value in Greek classical literature (e.g., Homer, etc.) some of whose ideas (e.g., the moraliry of the

gods) the philosophers found offensive. The Platonists at Alexandria used allegory to teach Plalonr

philosophy from classical Greek literarure.
rsFor Philo's life and thought, see E. R. Goodenough, An Introduction to PbiloJudaeus, rev ed.'

(New york: Barnes & Noble, 1963); B. Smalley, The study of tbe Bibte in tbe Midd.le Ages (New YorK:

The Philosophical Library, 1972). 14.
teDe Vita Contemplatiua, x.78.
20 l4um Allegoriarum, 1.6344.
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From hindsight, the suengths and weaknesses of Philo's approach appear evi-

*-:,f hffififfi i]::#,'Jffi ffi 'l"f#*'rm::J::ltn::T;:
ff #r$..:,T::fl il.',?i?:f #tri##ffi lT:iffi T'iH::l?xy"".:::
?fi.of faith in every generation must face . On the other hand, Philo's approach

fiffir, n"n1 subjectMry, arbitrariness, and artificiality. One might ask Philo, for ex-

ilOi., why the Edenic river represents goodness and its tributaries four other vir-

: i'"someone else, the former might represent the stream of human life and the

i"ir f"* -"j::,:$+: groups of humanity. Again, Philo ignores the real differ-

ic, b.w..n biblical ideas and those of Greek philosophy. It is hard to escape the

Jnclusion that ultimately Philo's interpretation depended more upon platonic phi-

bcophY than uPon the Bible'

The Qumran CommunitY

This branch of)udaism flourished at Qumran, a site on the northwestern shore

of thc Dcad Sea, about I50 e.c.-e.p. 68. Its now famous literary legacy, the Dead

&a Scrolls, rcveals the community's self-identity and reason for being. It regarded

thc Judaism centered in ferusalem as apostate . So, led by its founder, a mysterious

figurc called the Teacher of Righteousness, its members withdrew to the wilderness

of Judea to form a monastic community to prepare for the coming of the messianic
rgc. Specifically, they awaited God's imminent iudgment, which they expected to
fill on their apostare religious competitors, and they anticipated his renewal of the
covcnant with the only true, pure Israel-themselves. They saw themselves as the
f,nd gcneration about whom biblical prophecy speaks.2r

The interpretation of Hebrew Scriptures played a prominent role at Qumran.22
If thc law of Moses entranced the rabbis, the OT prophets preoccupied the
Qgmranians. Alleging special divine inspiration, the Teaiher of Righteousness
claimcd to show that events of that day, especially those involving the Qumran com-
munity, fulfllled OT prophecies. This explains why so many of the scrolls consist of
copics of OT books and why Qumran produced so many commentaries on them.

Ig.t.o* puq)oses, the lattei are most i-po.r*., for they show the principles of
biblicll interpretation that the community followed.

be specific, the community practiced a method called pesher.23 Three inter-

l$* tcchniques typified this approach. The interpreter might actually suggest a

:nulgc in the biblical text (textual emendation) to support an interpretation. He
rt'ould select a known alternate textual read.ing of the phrase in question and offer
-

"K]8e1, "Early Interpreution," 61-62. For an English rranslarion of the scrolls, see G. Vermes,t f^  ^  
-o" ,  Lar ty  l r l l c lP lcu t ru l r ,  U InZ,  fu l  4 l l  D t rB l l s l r  t I4 l l s la t lu l l  U l  l l rg  )UIU l l> ,  s t t  U .  VCt l l l cs )

i;_Y Sea Scrolk in Engtisb (Sheffield, UK; JSOT, 1987); M. A. Knibb, Tbe eumran Community.'*'A;"#;JX,llf,Xi,"i?lllll i;ii
aFot 

an overvirl* of their interpretive methods, see F. F. Bruce, "Biblical Exposition at Qumran,"*.J** ::: ;5ffi:.".i':H ?},:T;:il:
rl)n the nature t-;f pesber, see M. P. Horgan, Pesbarim: Qumran Interpretntions of Biblkal Books,

8 (Vashington, O.C., .Ih. 
Catholic Biblical Associatior., lgTg),229-59.
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the interpretation. Lacking an existent variant, the clever interpretcr was not averse
to creating one that suited his interpretive purposes! For example , Hab l:I3a reads,
"Your eyes are too good to look at evil; you cannot stand to see those who do
wrong" (Ncv). The Pesher righdy comments that the words address God and de-
scribe his holiness. One expects a similar treaunent for v. I3b: 'So how can you put
up with those evil people? How can you be quiet when the wicked swallow up
people who are better than they are!" (Ncv). But the commentary interprets the
"you" pronouns as plural, not singular, and as such they refer not to God but to the
house ofAbsalom-a religious group that the Qumranians disliked.2n

Again, the commentator might contemporize a prophecy. He would claim to
find a prophery's fulfillment in events either of his own day or of the immediate
future. For example, the writer sought to contemporize Hab l:6, "I will use the
Babylonians, those cruel and wild people" (Ncv). Originally, the line predicted that
the Babylonian army would come to punish sinful ]udah. But according to the
Pesher, "this refers to the Kittim [Romans] who are indeed swift and mighty in
war. ."2s In other words, the commentator interpreted the ancient prophecy
about the Babylonians as predicting the coming of Qumran's enemies, the Romans.

Finally, the interpreter might use an atomization approach. He would divide the
text into separate phrases, then interpret each one by iself regardless of the context.
For example, in explaining Hab 2:4 (literally "Behold, his soul shall be swol-
len .") the Pesher says "they will pile up for themselves a double requital for
their sins. ." The idea of double punishment derives from the word "swollen"
(He6.'pl),which the commentator arbitrarily reads as "to be doubled" (He6. kpl).')6

In sum, fudaism sought to relate its ancient Scriptures to the realities of its
contemporary experience . Rabbinic ludaism found in the application of the Mosaic
Law a refuge to protect Iewish identity. Rather than resist outside influences, Helle-
nistic ludaism tried to accommodate its beliefs to those of the platonic philosophy.
And the ascetic Qumranians mined OT prophecies to explain the events of their
own day. Out of this rich, complex stream of interpretation flowed a new interpre-
tive curren t-Ch ristian inteqpretation.

The Apostolic Period (ca. e.n. 3O-1OO)

Continuity and discontinuity mark the uansition from Jewish to early Christian
interpretation. As devout )ews, the first Christian interpreters-the aposdes-regarded

|esus as Israel's promised Messiah and the small religious community he left behind
as the true fulfillment of /udaism's ancient hopes. They appealed to ttre OT Scrip-
rures to support their beliefs, interpreting them by many of the same principles as

2aHorgan, Pesbarim, 15, 32-34; w. H. Brownlee, Tbe Midrash Pesber of Hababkuk, SBIJI4.S 24
(Missoula, MT: Scholars, 197D, 91-98.

25Brownlee, Midrasb Pesber, 5942; Horgan, Pesbarim, 13, 26.

"The translation follows Brownlee, Midrasb Pesber, 1,22-24 ("a pun"); cf. Horgan, Pesbarim,
17, 39 ("probably an interpretation").
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other Jewish religious groups.27 On thc other hand, they revered fesus as the new

Moses and the authority of fesus as superior even to that of the law of Moses-a

decisive departure from their lewish roots. Also, they interpreted the OT flom a

radrcally new perspective-in light of the Messiahship of )esus and the new age

inaugurated bY his coming.28
Indeed, lesus' literol falfillnent of OT prophecy was their fundamental

hcrmeneutical principle. In this they followed the example of fesus himself.2e |esus

hunched his minisuy by claiming in a Galilean synagogue that he personally ful-

filled Isa 6ll-2 (Lk 4:f 8-21; cf. Mk l:15). Later, when John doubted that fesus

was the Messiah, fesus appealed to his healing of the blind, the lame, and the deaf

just as Isa 35:5-6 had forecast (Lk7:21-23). Along those same lines, the aposdes

found the prophetic firlfillment of the OT in fesus and his teaching about the king-

dom of God. In other words, they understood the OT christologically. According

to Paul, to read the law of Moses without Christ is like reading it through a veil (2

Cor 3:14-16; cf. Exod 34:33-35). The reader simply cannot see what it really

means!
To remove that veil of ignorance , however, the aposdes did not limit them-

selves to the literal interpretation of OT prophecies. In fact, they employed at least

three other interpretive approaches. First, they often mined OT historical and po-

ctic sections to find predictions of the work of Christ and the Church. Their method

was that of typological interpretation-to find represented in OT events, objects,
and ideas divinely-inspired types (i.e., patterns or symbols) that anticipate God's
activity later in history.3o The assumption is that the earlier event/object/idea re'
peats itself in the later one. This technique sought to persuade the aposdes' first-
century Jewish audience of the similarities between the OT and NT ideas and events
as well as the superiority of the latter to the former. The point was to show Christi-
anity as the uue culmination of the OT worship of God.

Two NT books, Matthew and Hebrews, best illustrate the typological ap-
proach.3r For example , Mt 2:17 writes that Herod's killing of young fewish boys
fulfi l ls Jer 3l:I5:

A voice was heard in Ramah
ofpainful crying and deep sadness:

Rachel crying for her children.
She refused to be comforted.

because her children are dead. (Ncv)

tR. A- Greer, "The Christian Bible and Its Interpreters," in Kugel and Greer, Early Biblical Inter-
pretation, 128. For details and examples, see Longenecker, Biblical kegesis in tbe Apostolic Period,
79-220.

aCf. Barrett, "Interpretation," 39YO1.
'zecf. R. M. Grant and D. Trary, A Sbort History of the Interpretation of tbe Bible, 2d ed. (Philadel-

phia: Fortress, 1984-). 8_:38.
Pcrant and Tracy, Sbort Hktory, 36-38. More on this to follow.
rrCf. Grant andTraq, Sborl History,2U35.
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In the context of leremiah, the verse refers to the exile of Israel to Babylon in the
sixth century s.c. It invokes the ancient image of Rachel, the Israelite mother par
excellence (cf. Ruth 4:ll), as a symbol of corporate Israel's intense maternal grief.
Matthew believed Herod's violence fulfilled the lines from leremiah in a typologi-
cal sense: history had, as it were, repeated itself in that both the earlier and later
events shared similar features indicating God's sovereign hand at work in both
events. This repetition signaled to Matthew that Herod's bloodshed fulfilled

leremiah's words and thus implied that )esus was the Messiah.
A second apostolic approach was that of literal-contetchrelinterpretation. This

approach interpreted OT Scriptures according to their normal meaning. Here again,
their method followed fesus' example. Jesus rebutted Satan's clever but twisted use
of OT passages with straightforward OT quotations (Deut 6:16 in answer to Psa
9l ll-121' cf. Mt 4:4,7). Twice Jesus invoked the normal sense of Hos 6:6 ("I
want faithful love more than I want animal sacrifices" Ncv) to answer the Pharisees'
crit icism of him or his disciples (Mt 9:13; I2:8).

The episdes offer several examples of this approach. Primarilg the aposdes
cited OT texts interpreted literally to support their instruction on Christian mor-
als.32 So, in Rom 12, Paul teaches his readers not to seek revenge on those who
have wronged them (w. 17-21). To back up his point, he cites Deut 32:35 ("Ven-
geance is mine, I will repay, says the L,ord" Nnsv) and Prov 25:2L-22 ("If your
enemy is hungry, feed him" Ncv) according to their natural meaning. Along the
same line, Peter instructs believers to treat each other with humility, quoting Prov
3:34 for support: "God is against the proud, but he gives grace to the humble" (l
Pet 5:5 Ncv). If you do this, he concludes (v. 6), God ". . . will lift you up when
the right time comes."

A third apostolic method is principle/application.In this method they did not
take an OT passage literally; rather, they interpreted it by applyrng its underlying
principle to a situation different from, but comparable to, the one in the original
context. Consider, for example, how Paul sought to prove that God wants to save
both lews and Gentiles by quoting Flosea (Rom 9:25-26 Ncv):

I will say, "You are my people"
to those I had called "not my people."

And I will show my love
to those people I did not love. (Hos 2:1,23; cf. also his citation of l:10)

Originally, Hosea's words referred to the nation of Israel-specifically to
Israel's reconciliation with God after a period of divine rejection. "Not my people"
and "did not love" were actually the names of l{osea's children that symbolized
that rejection. To make his case, Paul extracts a theological principle from Hosea's
words-God can lovingly make those into his people who were not so before-
then he uses that principle to justifr the full membership of Gentile believers in the
people of God.

The History of Inteqpretation

Paul's defense of his right to earn a living from the ministry of the gospel

orovides a classic example (I Cor 9:9;cf.l Tim 5:17-18). ApparentlS this practice

irceded justification because Jewish custom prohibited rabbis from receiving pay-

tnent for their services.33 He quotes Deut 25:4 ("When an ox is working in the

rain, do not cover its mouth to keep it from eating' Ncv), arguing that God actu-

lh had Christian clergy, not real oxen, in mind. This is true, Paul says, because

"when the plowman plows and the thresher threshes, they ought to do so in hope

of sharing in the harvest" (v. I0). The principle is: if human labor benefits anyone,

it should at least benefit those who perform it. Paul applies the principle to pay-

rnents to Christian ministers and thus provides a scriptural basis for this practice .

In summary, apostolic interpretation both compares with and departs from

thc contemporary Jewish interpretive method. The aposdes' primary method is ty-

pology, especially when defending the Messiahship of Jesus and the ministry of the

C111irti"tr Church. Significandy, they were the last notable interpreters with Jewish
roots. From here on, Greco-Roman influences displace Iewish ones and dominate

Christian biblical interpretation.

The Patristic Period (ca. A.D. 1OG59O)

The death of the last aposde, lohn, ushered in a new era for the Church. It
lasted until Gregory I became pope in a.o. 590. We call it the "patristic period"
bccause it features the contribution of the so-called Church Fathers-the leaders
during the initial four centuries after the apostolic period.3a During the patristic
pcriod, the writings of the aposdes circulated among the churches but had not yet
bcen collected into a canonical companion to the OT. Thus, while the Church con-
sidered many of the books and letters that later became our NT to be on a par with
the OT, it still regarded the OT as its primary authoritative collection of Scriptures.

As we shall see, however, during this period another authority-church uadi-
tion-began to exercise significant influence on the definition of church doctrine .
Indeed, this development definitively shaped the practice of biblical interpretation
until the Protestant Reformation fourteen hundred years later. When church coun-
cils finally agreed on the precise contents of the Christian canon of Scripture, this
period came to an end.

The Apostolic Fathers (ca. e.n. lOG-f 50)

The Patristic Period can be divided into three main subperiods. The first, that
of the apostolic fathers, gives us a glimpse of biblical interpretation during the first

33Greer, "The Christian Bible," 130.

. 
fiFor an overview, see Grant and Trary, Sbort History,39-5f ; R. P. C. Hanson, "Biblical Exegesis

tn the Early Church," CHB I, 412-53. More detailed treatment appears in D. S. Dockery, Biblical Inter-
Pretation Then and Now: Conternporary Hern eneutics in tbe Ligbt oftbe Early Cburcb (Grand Rapids:
Baker, 192).l2Barett. -ln(erpretation.' '  
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half-century after the aposde fohn's death. our sources are tlre writings of early
church leaders like clement of Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, and an anonymous writer
who calls himself Barnabas. other important writings include the Did.nche (pro-
nounced "DID-a-kay" from Gk. "teaching"), the Shepherd of Hermns,and the Epiate
to Diognetas-plus various fragments that help round out the picture.3s The fathers
address two primary audiences-christians in the churches and Jews opposing them.
Flence , their writings serve two corresponding purposes: (l) to instruct believers in
Christian doctrine, and (2) to defend the faith against lewish arguments.

Several methods of interpretation are evident among the early Church Fathers.36
Occasionally, they use typology to relate the OT to the NT, especially with regard to
teachings about Jesus. For example, the Episde of Barnabas (12:l-7) sees rwo OT
passages as types of the cross of Christ-the outstretched arms of Moses, which
gave Israel victory over Amalek (Exod l7), and the bronze serpent, which Moses
lifted up in the wilderness (Num 2l cf. Jn 3:14). The christian writer implies that
both of these types teach that there is no hope of salvation outside of ]esus. Simi-
larly, according to Clement, the bishop of Rome, the scarlet color of the cloth that
Rahab hung in lericho to signal Joshua's spies foreshadowed the blood of Jesus (l
Clelr' l2:7).In his view, by choosing that signal, the spies showed that ..through

the blood of the Lord will redemption come to all who believe and hope."37
On other occasions, typology helps the writer to teach about Christian living

from tlle OT. So, the Episde of Barnabas finds in Moses' prohibition against eating
pork a warning against associating with inconsistent Christians. The reason is tiat,
like pigs, they "forget their Lord when they are well off, but when they are in need,
they acknowledge the f-ord. ."

The most popular interpretive approach among the fathers was that of alle-
gory. Apparendy, several factors led them to adopt this approach. They wanted to
support their teachings from the oT Scriptures, presumably to give their docuine
more credibility. Also, at the time , the allegorical method was the most popular way
to interpret literature in general. Hence, it was natural for them to take up the
accepted literary method of the day and apply it to the Scriptures.

Consider, for example, the interpretation that Barn 7-8 gives the OT ritual of
the red heifer (Num l9). Typical of allegory, it draws great spiritual significance
from the details of the procedure. So, the writer says the red heifer represents Jesus,
and the children who sprinkle its ashes "are those who preach to us forgiveness of
sins , to whom he [Jesus] entrusted the authority to proclaim the gospel"
(i.e ., the aposdes). Similarly for Barnabas t}le seven days of creation provide the
interpretive key to the future of history. The six days symbolize that the world will
last six thousand years, the seventh day symbolizes the second coming of Christ,
followe d by the eighth day-"the beginning of another world" ( l5:3-9 ).38

35For translation and commentary see J. B. Lightfoot and J. R. Harmer, rev. and ed. M. V.
Holmes, Tbe Apostolic Fatberc. 2d ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1989).

lGreer, "Biblical Interpretation," 13742.
'7The translation is from Tbe Apostolic Fatbers (Vashington, D.C.: Catholic University of America

Press, 1947), 19.
PTranslation of Lightfoot et al., 7he Apostolic Fatben, 782-83.
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At times the early fathers employ a rnidrnshic interpretive approach reminis-

centof the rabbis and the Qumran sectarians. The interpretation of Gen 17:14 in

Barng:8-9 provides a classic example . The Genesis verse reports that Abraham cir-

curncised 318 men at the inaugural observance of circumcision in the Bible. By

dcver (though to us opaque ) midrashic treatment of the number 318, Barnabas

surprisingly finds a reference to )esus and his cross:

Now the (number) 18 (is represented) by rwo letters, I = l0 and E : 8-thus
you have "|8," (the abbreviation for) "|Esus." And because the cross, repre-
sented by the letter T (: 300), was destined to convey special significance, it
dso says 300. He makes clear, then, that |Esus is symbolized by the two letters
(JE = f 8), while in the one letter (T = 300) is symbolized the cross.3e

Finally, the fathers show early signs of an interpretive principle tiat was to

dominate biblical interpretation until it was rejected during the Reformation. In the

second century, an increasing number of heretical groups arose within the Church.

Most prominent among them were the Gnostics who, like the others, supported
their unorthodox views by appealing both to the Scriptures and to so-called sayings
of fesus-sayings they claimed Jesus taught his disciples in private.a0 The lack of a
finished, canonical collection of apostolic writings placed leaders of the orthodox
branch of the Church at a disadvantage. They felt that their only recourse to rebut the
heresies was to appeal to the autiority of tradition handed down from the aposdes.

This established a new hermeneutical principle in the Church: traditional in-
terpretntion. The Church came to regard the traditional interpretation of a biblical

Passage (that which the churches taught) as its correct intcrpretation.ar Now at first
glance that step seems a small one ; however, it subdy advanced church tradition to
a status almost equal with that of Scripture as the Church's ultimate authority for
doctrine . More importandy, church leaders assumed tlte role of official keepers and
adjudicators of the apostolic tradition. Their doctrinal rulings defined tlle correct
interpretation of many biblical passages. Eventually, the dominating influence of
this principle led to the Roman Catholic doctrine of the papacy and, many cenruries
later, ignited the Protestant Reformation.

Alexandria versus Antioch (ca. e.o. 15O-4OO)

. fu the early Church Fathers passed from ttre scene, two centers of Christian
rnstrucdon came to dominate biblical interpretation in the church. Though both
shared the same basic Christian beliefs, they differed in their approaches to Bible
interpretation. Each carried on and refined one of the interpretive 

"pp.o".h., 
received

from its intellectual ancesrors.

stlranslation of R. A. Kr^ft, The Apostolic Fatbes,4 vols., ed. R. M. Grant (New york: Nelson,
1964), 1:r09.

- 
4For a popular treatment of Christian Gnosticism, see J. Dart Tbe Jesus of Herery and HLstory:'Ibe 

Discouery an'd Meaning of tbe Nag Hammadi Gnostic Library(S^nFrancisco: Harper & Row, 1988).
rlcf. \Y. H. C. Frend, Tbe Rise of Cbistianity(Phlladelphia: Fortress, 1984), 134-39,231.
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Earlier we described the exegetical method of the Jewish scholar, Philo of
Alexandria. Alexandria had long been a center promoting allegorical methodology
among lews and neo-platonic philosophers. Thus, it is not surprising that the Chris-
tian catechetical school at Alexandria practiced allegorical interpretation. By adapt-
ing the interpretive methods of their contemporaries, Christian teachers at
Alexandria undoubtedly hoped to gain credibility for their interpretations among
their non-Christian peers.

Two articulate spokesmen present the case for reading the Bible allegorically.
The first is Clement of Alexandria who taught there from a.o. 190 until 203 when
the persecution of Christians by the Roman emperor Septimius Severus drove him
into exile .42 Like Philo, Clement taught that Scripture has a twofold meaning. Analo-
gous to a human being, it has a body (literal) meaning as well as a soul (spiritual)
meaning hidden behind the literal sense. Clement regarded the hidden, spiritual
sense as the more important one. His allegorical method is evident in his interpre-
tation of the parable of the prodigal son.a3 Typical of those who allegorize , he at-
tributes Christian meaning to the story's various details. So, the robe that the father
gave to the returned prodigal represents immortality; the shoes represent the up-
ward progress of the soul; and the fatted calf represents Christ as the source of
spiritual nourishment for Christians. In Clement's view, therefore, a text's literal
sense is but a pointer to its underlying spiritual truth.

The second spokesman is Clement's successor, the distinguished scholar
Origen (e.o. 185-254). In his extensive writings, Origen argued that just as hu-
mans consist of body, soul, and spirit, so Scripture has a threefold meaning.a Origen
expanded Clement's twofold body and soul view by separating the soul into soul
and spirit, adding a third or "moral" meaning: ethical instructions about the
believer's relationship to others. He also refined the idea of a spiritual sense inro a
doctrinal sense, i.e., truths about the nature of the Church and the Christian's rela-
tionship to God.

Thus, said Origen, the wise interpreter of Scripture must move from the events
of a passage (its literal sense) to find the hidden principles for Christian living (its
moral sense ) and its doctrinal truth (its spiritual sense). As an example, consider
Origen's interpretation of the sexual relations between Lot and his daughters (Gen
l9:30-38).a5 According to Origen, the passage has a literal sense (it actually hap-
pened). But its moral meaning is that Lot represents the rational human mind, his
wife the flesh inclined to pleasures, and the daughters vainglory and pride. Applprg
these tlree to people yields the spiritual (or doctrinal) meaning: Lot represents the

a2Our discussion follows the treatment in Grant and Tracy, Sbort History,52-56.
arA. R. Roberts and J. Donaldson, eds., The Ante-Nicene Fatben, l0 vols. (New York: Charles

Scribner's Sons, 1913), 2:587-82 (sermon fragment).
44J. w. Trigg, Origen(Atlanta: John Knox, 798r, 125-28. Cf. Grant and Trary, Sbort History, 5G

62; M. F. Viles, "Origen as Biblical Scholar," CHB I, 454-39; and K. A. Ecklebarger, "Authorial Intention
as a Guiding Principle in Origen's Manhew Commentary" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago,
1987).

l5"Genesis Homily V" in Origen: Homilies on Genesis and Exodtts, 
^fhe 
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(Nflashington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 7982),'l'12-2O.
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nT la*' the daughters represent lerusalem and Samaria, and the wife represents the

irrr"tit.t who rebelled in tlre wilderness'
'"'-- 

Froa a modern persp€ctive, such interpretation seems to play fast and loose

;th the rext. One might argue that Origen is simply reading his own Christian

:]rJ* into the text rather fhan drawing them from it. Aware of this criticism, Origen

"lrrt 
rra.d that God had inspired the original biblical writer to incorporate the alle-

."i.4 meaning into his writing. Thus, what Origen considered the highest mean-

tg of Scripture-its deeper spiritual truth-was already implicit in Scripture , not

soirething invented by the interpreter'

Not surprisingly, Origen's extreme allegorical approach sparked a reaction

among other early church leaders. They rejected allegory as a legitimate, reliable

mcthod for interpreting Scripture. As a result, they founded a second Christian

catechetical school at Antioch in Syria in the fourth century A.D.a6 Instead of alle-

cory, its curriculum taught the historical-grammatical understanding of Scripture:

ih.i .u.ty passage has one plain, simple meaning conveyed by its grammar and

words. The chief instructors were Theodore of Mopsuestia (ca. pr.o. 350428) and

Thcodoret (ca. e.t. 393460). The sermons of lohn Chrysostom (ca. t.o. 347-

407) show the application of this method to preaching.

As the intellectual climate of Alexandria had profoundly shaped the approach

of Clement and Origen, so the Antiochene school felt the influence of its intellec-

tual neighbors-the Jewish community in Antioch. In fact, at one point Theodoret

cven criticized the interpretations of his teacher, Theodore of Mopsuestia, for be-

ing more Jewish than Christian.
For the Antiochenes, the key to finding the deeper meaning in Scripture was

what they called tbeoria (Gk. "insight"). This was the ability to perceive both a
tcxt's literal historical facts as well as the spiritual reality to which these facts pointed.
In other words, the Antiochene school did not downplay the literal meaning in
favor of a hidden spiritual one ; rather, it affirmed that, like an image , the historical
scnsc direcdy corresponded to the spiritual sense.

Their radical rejection of allegory led the Antiochenes to depart from some
interpretations widely accepted by the church. For example, the school's greatest
interpreter, Theodore, distinguished between OT texts that are genuinely messi-
anic and those that are originally historical.aT In his view, only four psalms (2;8;45;
I I0) truly prophesy about the incarnation of Christ and the Church. As for psalms
citcd as messianic by fesus and the apostles, he did not take them to be predictive
prophery. Rather, he explained their use in terms of the analogous spiritual difficul-
tics that the psalmist and ]esus shared.

Along the same line, Theodore departed from the traditional allegorical inter-
prctation of the Song of Solomon, i.e ., that it symbolizes Christ's love for the
Church or the Christiin's devotion to Christ. Instead, he regarded it as a love poem
written by Solomon to celebrate his marriage to an Egyptian princess. Overall,

sGrant and Ttucy, Short Hktory,63-72; ^ndM
tative of the Antiochene School." CHB I. 489-570.

{7Cf. Grant and Tracy, Sbort History, 6, 67.

F. Viles, "Theodore of Mopsuestia as Represen-
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Theodore and the school at Antioch rejected the allegorical method and tooft
Scripture's historical sense more seriously than did their Alexandrian counterparts.
On the other hand, they still did not escape the grip of allegory completely. At
times, tiey practiced a kind of typology that bordered on the allegorical approach
they so suongly rejected.

Church Councils (ca. n.n. 4OO-59O)

With the conversion of the Roman emperor Constantine in e.o. 312, politics
exercised a profound influence on the Church's interpretation of Scripture. In ttre
emperor's view, doctrinal disputes between the orthodox mainstream and its he-
retical tributaries threatened the empire's political stability. So he pressured the
Church to setde differences and to standardize its disputed doctrines. This proved
to be a difficult task for two reasons. First, simple appeals to Scripture in defense of
orthodoxy produced nothing but a doctrinal stalemate . The reason was that the
unorthodox groups also supported their views from Scripture, often very persua-
sively.

Second, orthodox theologians themselves could not agree on the proper way
to interpret Scripture. The conflict between the Alexandrian and Antiochene schools
undermined all appeals to Scripture. At one point, the early church father Tertullian
(ca. n.r. 200) recommended that defenders of orthodoxy not appeal to Scripture
since such appeals rarely would win the argument.48 The Church desperately needed
some authority to determine with finality the meaning of Scripture. It found the
answer in the apostolic succession of church leadership.

Above, we noted how the apostolic fathers appealed to traditional interpreta-
tion in response to heresies like Gnosticism. lJnder Constantine, orthodox church
leaders argued that only they, the aposdes' successors) were the true interpreters of
Scripture since only they had direcdy received the apostolic teaching. To imple-
ment this principle, church leaders convened a series of church councils to define
official church doctrine.

By defining correct Christian beliefs, the doctrinal decisions of councils gave
church tradition even greater authority than it had before. In effect, it raised the
authority of radition above that of Scripture. Increasingly, the Church's official
pronouncements on doctrine came to determine the interpretations of Scripture
the Church deemed correct) not the other way around.

Early in this period, the great church leader Augustine articulated the pre-
vailing view in his On Cbristian Doctrine (r.o.397). According to Augustine, to
interpret the Bible properly one must find out what the original writer intended to
say.ae Now this principle works well when the teaching of Scripture is clear. But
what does one do when it is notl In reply, Augustine offered three criteria for find-
ing the correct meaning of obscure texts.

l8Grant and Tracy, Sbort History,73.
oeAugustine, On Cbistian Doctrine, 7.47. Cf . the convenient overview of Augustine and his

thought in G. Bonner, "Augustine as Biblical Scholar," CHB I,54743
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First, one consults the "rule of faith" (what clearer Passages of Scripture say

^n the subject) and second, one consults the "authority of the Church" or the

],*.tt" traditional interpretation of the text. Third, if conflicting views meet both

lirc;^,one should consult the context to see which view commends itself best. In

Ither wordr, plainer passages and church tradition take precedence over the con-

ia*a of obscure passages.so Thus, the accepted church tradition, not a reasoned

study of Scripture, became the ultimate interpreter of the Bible .

Another event toward the close of the patristic period solidified the grip of

tradition on interpretation even more. Church leaders finally persuaded the learned

scholar, lerome (t.o.331420), to uanslate the OT and NT, as well as the Apocry-

pha, into Latin. This translation from Hebrew and Greek manuscripts, known as

thc Vulgate (from the Latin word for "common"), became the official Bible of the

Church. IJnfortunately, from that time the study of the Bible in the original He-

brew and Greek ceased for all practical purposes. Instead, the Church came to de-

pcnd upon the Vulgate translation for all doctrinal discussions. In some instances,

ia translations were not as accurate in reflecting the original languages as they could

have been (e .g., in Lk l:28, "Hail Mary full of grace ." [contrast NRsv or Nw])'

Thus the Church moved still another step away from dependence uPon the Scrip-

ture itself for its teachings.

The Middle Agles (ca. e.o. 59O-15OO)

As the name implies, the Middle Ages is the historical era that falls between
two other major periods. It flows out of the Patristic Period, dominated by church
fathers and councils, and flows into the new courses charted by the Reformation. In
a sense ) it constitutes a transitional phase between the two. The Middle Ages mark
the decline of some features of the former and lay the groundwork for the emer-
gence of the latter. Popular impression sees the period as a dark, oppressive one,
and to a great extent that portrait is consistent with historical reality.sr Ignorance
plagued both Christian clergy and laity, and morally bankrupt church leaders stopped
at nothing to preserve their ecclesiastical power. At the same time, important devel-
opments profoundly shaped the practice of biblical interpretation in tlle following
centuries.

Three approaches typifi' biblical interpretation in the Middle Ages. Inter-
preters continued to depend heavily upon traditionnl interpretation-the views of
the fathers passed down over centuries. The primary ,.rorri.. for this method re-
mained the written ca.tena. or chain of interpretations compiled from the commen-
taries of the Church Fathers.s2 Significantly, while pre-medieval catenas cited a variety
of commentators, medieval ones featured Fathers like Augustine and Jerome, who

eGrant and Tracy, Sbort History,78_{rO.
5rFor an overview, seeJ. H. Dalmus, TbeMiddleAges (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1968).
t'R. E. McNally, Tbe Bible in tbe Early Middle.4ges (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986)
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expressed the Church's accepted doctrinal views. In other words, interpreters using
catenas tended to conform their interpretations to the Church's doctrinal norms.
As McNally puts it, during this period "[e ]xegesis became almost slmonymous with
trad-ition, for the good commentator was the scholar who handed on faithfrrlly what
he had received."s3

The catena spawned one important interpretive offspring during the Middle
Ages. Medieval Bible scholars developed the practice of the interprotipegllss. Glosses
were Scripture annotations or commentarics from the Fathers that were written in
the margins or between the lines of the Bible. This practice became widespread in
medieval schools. Eventuallg editors compiled glosses on individual biblical books
into the Glossa Ordinaria, the standard medieval commentary on the Bible .sa

Of all the methods of biblical interpretation in the Middle Ages, the allegori-
cal method dominated. Indeed, in contrast to Origen's threefold sense of Scrip-
ture, many medieval scholars believed every Bible passage had four meanings. A
popular rhyme that circulated widely in the Middle Ages summarizes them:

The letter shows us what God and our fathers did;
The allegory shows us where our faith is hid;
The moral meaning gives us rules of daily life ;
The anagogy shows us where we end our strife .55

This practice viewed the Bible as having four senses: literal (or historical), allegori-
cal (or doctrinal), moral (or uopological), and anagogical (or eschatological). For
example, medieval Bible scholars commonly took the word "Jerusalem" to have
four senses:

Literal: the ancient ]ewish city

Allegorical: the Christian church

Moral: the faithful soul

Anagogical: the heavenly ciqf6

The third method of medieval interpretation was historical interpretation. Some
medieval interpreters sought to find the historical sense of Scripture by consulting
with Jewish authorities. The biblical commentaries written by Andrew of St. Victor
(twelfth cent.), abbot of an English abbey at Wigmore, exempliS' this approach.sT Un-
like his contemporaries, Andrew excluded spiritual commentary and theological ques-
tions from his interpretation. Instead, he concentrated on a text's historical or literal
sense, drawing often on fewish interpretation. Though a minority figure on the larger

5iMcNally, Tbe Bible in tbe Early Middle Ages,29.
5'Smalley, Srudy of tbe Bibk, 4ffi6 (with a photograph)
5tTranslation from Grant and Trary, Sbolt History, tl5.
56Grant and Tracy, Sbort History, SS-86.
sTSmalley, Study of tbe Bibb, 720-72.
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historical landscape, Andrew reminds us that some medieval scholars kept alive the

idirion of earlier exegetes like ferome for whom Scripture's literal sense was primary.

Eventudly a more influential proponent of the literal approach emerged, the

rnovernent called scholasticistn.ss Scholasticism was a pre-Renaissance intellectual

aWakening in Europe that began in the monastic schools and later spread to the

universities. Its main concern was to sort out the relationship between the Christian

faith and human reason. Two factors provided the fertile seed bed from which this

rnovcment sprouted and spread.

First, Europe enjoyed several centuries of relative political stability and peace

that allowed scholars to pursue their questions without distraction. Second, the re-

discovery of pre-Christian classical philosophers, especially Aristode, provided the

intcllectual tools for the task. Aristotelian philosophy was the primary tool.se'fhe

scholastics, like Anse lm and Peter Ab6lard, used its method of logical analysis and

syllogisms to produce great worlcs on various theological topics.
The most articulate spokesman fior scholasticism, however, was the brilliant

Christian thinker, Thomas Aquinas (thirteenth cent.).60 His massive Sumwa
Tlteologico synthesized the intellectual fruits of three centuries of intense academic
discussion. It gave the Christian faith a rational, systematic expression, and eventu-
dly became the standard summary of theology in the Roman Catholic Church.
More than any of his contemporaries, Aquinas propounded the importance of the
litcral meaning of Scripture . For him it represented the basis on which the other
scnscs (allegorical, anagogical, etc.) rested. Indeed, he argued that the literal sense
of Scripture contained everything necessary to faith. In effect, he freed theology
from its long historical slavery to the allegorical method.

In summarS the Middle Ages witnessed the decline of the dominance of the
allcgorical approach in the Church. The scholastic emphasis on the use of reason in
interpretation underscored the subjectivity of allegory and undermined confidence
in its validity. The application of philosophical tools to theology tended to anchor
thc interpretation of Scriprure to more rational, objective moorings. On the other
hand, practitioners of allegory still abounded in the Church, and dependence upon
traditional interpretation remained heavy. At the same time, forces were already at
work that would produce the most decisive change in biblical interpretation the
Church had vet seen.

The Reformation (ca. e.o. 1500-1650)

The Protestant Reformation inuoduced a revolution in the interpretation of
Scripture, a revolution whose effects continue to the present. The historical sparks

-- 
sBelow we draw on the fine discussion in K. S. Latourette, A History of Chrbtianity(New York:

Harper & Row, 1953), 49a-9S.
elnterestingly, some access to Aristotle came through Arabic and Syriac translations of his Greek

ItT itings (so latourette, History of Christianity, 497).
slatourette, History of Christianity, 5@-574; and crant and Trary, Sbort H&tory,87-91.
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that ignited this revolution are many, but one in particular merits mention because
of its relevance to our subject. During the late Middle Ages, conflict broke out
between the frozen raditionalism of the scholastics and the so-called new learning
of Christian humanists like Erasmus.6r

With some justification, the latter derided the hair-splitting, convoluted logic
of scholastic theology. According to the humanists, such theology offered no
spiritual food ficr hurrgry Christian souls. Many writers openly yearned for the simple
faith and devotion of the early Church. Since scholastic systematic theology pro-
vided traditional orthodoxy with its rational buttress, many saw scholasticism as a
fortress that needed to fall.

Further, a renewed interest in studying the Bible in its original Hebrew and
Greek languages provided scholars with a fresh glimpse of the Scriptures. In 1506,
the controversial philologist )ohann Reuchlin published a rudimentary Hebrew
grammar) thereby founding the modern study of Hebrew.62 In 1516, Erasmus pub-
lished the first modern edition of the Greek New Testament with a fresh Latin trans-
lation appended to it. This increasing interest in the early manuscripts exposed many
translation errors in the Latin Vulgate and undermined the absolute authority it
had enjoyed in supporting church doctrine. The Catholic Church had staked its
own authority in part on the Vulgate. Thus, doubts concerning the authority of the
latter also cast shadows of doubt on the authority of the former.

Again, growing dissatisfaction with the allegorical method fueled a desire for
a better interpretative approach. At the end of the fifteen century, a man named
Geiler of Kaiserberg observed that abuse of the allegorical method had made Scrip-
ture a "nose of wax" to be turned interpretively any way the reader wanted.63 Many
rued the arbitrary speculative nature of allegory.

According to a popular saylng in the sixteenth century, "Erasmus laid the egg
and Luther hatched it."a Indeed, Martin Luther was one of trwo figures who led
the hermeneutical revolution of the sixteenth century. First, Luther affirmed that
only Scripture has divine authority for Christians. Luther broke with the long-en-
uenched principle that church uadition and ordained church leaders held the same
weight of doctrinal authority as the Bible.u' He, thus, laid down the foundational
premise of the reformation, the principle of soln scrilttura (scripture alone). As a

6twhat follows draws on O. Chadwick, Tlte Reformatior (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1972),29-

39. "Humanists" were scholars who devoted themselves to the study of classical literature during this

period.
6'?B. K. waltke and M. O'Connor. An Introduction to Bibtical Hebran'S1.mtax (Vinona Lake, IN:

Eisenbrauns, 1990), 38, 39.
638. Hall, "Biblical Scholarship: Editions and Commentaries," in Cambndge History of tbe Bible:

Tbe West from the Reformation to the Present Day, ed. S. L. Greenslade (Cambridge: At the Universiry

Press, 1963), 48 (henceforth CHB nD.
tuChadwick, Tbe Reformation, 39: cf . also his treatmenr (pp. 40-75) of Luther's life. R. Bainton,

Here I Stand: A life of Martin Lutber(New York: Mentor Books, 1950), offers an excellent biogrephy of

Luther.
65Grant and Tracy, Short History, 93. As Latourette points out (History of Cbristianitlt, 7O4),

Luther learned the nominalistic philosophy of Willianr of Occam, who taught that one had to accept
Christian beliefs by faith, not by reason, following the authority of the Church and the Bible.
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eorollar\, Luther also affumed the principle that Scripture itself is its own best in-

iJ*rrrrr;consequendy, readers no longer needed to depend on patristic commen-

f,ow rc understand the Bible .
tFr 

Second, Luther rejected the allegorical method of interpretation because, in

his view, it amounted to empty speculation. Instead, he affirmed that Scripture had

..r. rimpl. meaning, its historical s€nse . This is discerned, Luther said, by applying

i'e o.ditr".y rules of grammar in the light of Scripture's original historical context.

Ar rt. same time, Luther read the Bible through Christocentric glasses, claiming

thrt ttt. whole Bible-including the OT-taught about Christ.6 Thus, while rejecting

^fi"gory,Luther took up again the typological interpretation typical of the NT.
- 

But Luther stressed that proper interpretation also has a subjective element.

By this he meant that the illumination of the Holy Spirit guides Christians in apply-

ing their personal experience to biblica-l interpretation. It enables the Bible reader

to-otrd.trt*d accurately what a given passage teaches about Christ. The resulting

interpretation is, thus, a truly "spiritual interpretation."6T

The other figure who led the hermeneutical revolution was |ohn Calvin.68

Ukc Luther and Aquinas, Calvin rejected allegory in favor of a historical interpretation

ofscripture. With Luther, he also affirmed the Scripture as the Church's only ultimate

authority, an authority to be believed by faith. Again, Calvin believed in a subjective

clcment in interpretation-what he called "the internal witness of the Holy Spirit."

In Calvin's view, this witness served not to illuminate the process of interpretation

but to confirm in the Christian's heart that an interpretation was correct.6e

In brief, the Reformation represented a revolutionary break with the principles

of biblical interpretation formerly practiced. Whereas previous Bible scholarship had

rclied on church tradition and the interpretations of church fathers, the Reformation
leaned solely on the teachings of Scripture. If the past applied allegory to dig out
Scripture's alleged many meanings, the Reformers opted for Scripture's plain, simple,
literal sense. Small wonder, then, that both Luther and Calvin produced commentaries
on numerous biblicd books, commentaries still prized by Bible srudents today'

Ironically, the spiritual children of Calvin and Luther seemed to lapse back
into a Protestant form of scholasticism.To In the late sixteen cenfi.rry, esoteric doctri-
nal disputes bordering on hair-splitting tended to preoccupy the emerging Lutheran
and Calvinist churches. To outside observers, they departed from Luther and Calvin
in one respect: they appeared to place more importance on intellectual agreement
with Protestant dogma than on the practice of warm, lively, personal piety.

As for the Catholic response to the Reformation, the Council ofTrent (f 545-
63) reaffirmed, among other things, the Roman Catholic tradition of biblical inter-
prehtion. It upheld the authenticity of the Vulgate and forbade anyone to interpret

6Grant and Tncy, Sbort History,94.
oTcrant and Tracy, Sbort History,94-95.
sFor an overview of his tife and work, see Chadwick, The ReJormation, S2-96; and G. R. Elton,

Reformation Europe, 1517-1559(New York; Harper & Row, tX3), 210-38.
aGrant and Tracy, Sbon History,96.
7ol-etourefte, History of Cbristianity, T3g-40; Hall, "Biblical Scholarship," 76-77; and N. Sykes,

"Ihe Religion of the Protestanrs," CHB ilL, 17176.
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Scripture out of harmony with church doctrine .7r As a result, from the momentous
events of the sixteenth century flowed two distinct streams of biblical interpreta-
tion: one Protestant and one Catholic. Nearly four centuries would pass before their
approaches drew closer together again.

The Post-Reformation Period
(ca. n.n. 1650-1800)

The Reformation was not the only revolutionary movement spawned by the
lare Middle Ages. The Renaissance (1300-1600) featured a reborn interest in clas-
sical Greek and Roman art and philosophy. The revived interest in Hebrew and
Greek that aided the Reformation derived from the spirit of the Renaissance. If
renewed Christian faith drove the Reformation, an increasing reliance on human
reason spurred on the Renaissance. Consequendy, important movements flowing
from both the Reformation and the Renaissance influenced the interpretation of
the Bible in the Post-Reformation period.

From the Reformation emerged the movement called pietisrn. Pietism began
in Germany in the seventeenth century and later spread to Western Europe and
America.T2 It represented a reaction to the arid intellectual dogmatism of Protestant
scholasticism and the sterile formalism of Protestant worship services. Pietism sought
to revive the practice of Christianity as a way of life through group Bible stud.v,
prayer, and the cultivation of personal moraiity. Its leaderwas Philip Jacob Spener
(1635-1705), a German pastor who preached the necessity of personal conversion
to Christ and an intimate, personal relationship to God. Against the purely docui-
nal interests of their contemporaries, Spener and the German pietists stressed the
devotional, practical study of the Bible . Their method featured careful grammatical
study of the ancient Hebrew and Greek texts, always, however, with an eye for their
devotional or practical implications. In England, another pietistic movement, the
Methodism of Iohn Wesley (1703-L79L), also sought to recover a vibrant personal
piety and holy life tfuough Bible study and prayer.73

The renowned New England preacher lonathan Edwards (1703-1758) rep-
resents pietism in America. Unlike Spener and Wesley, Edwards approached the
Bible with an eye both for its practical application as well as for its doctrinal teach-
ings. As for method, Edwards resorted to typology to draw out practical applica-
tions from Scripture. Consider, for example, his interpretation of Gen 29:20: "So

Jacob served seven years to get Rachel, but they seemed like only a few days to him
because of his love for her." In enduring hard work out of love for Rachel, accord-
ing to Edwards, lacob was a rype of Christ who endured the cross out of love for
the Church.

Trlatourette, Historyof Cbristianit1,868; cf. also the account of the Council of Trent in Chadwick,
The Reformation,27H1.

7'zSykes, "The Religion of the Proresrants," 190-93; Latourette, History of Ch*tianity, 894-897.
73For an overview of the rVeslevan movement, see Latourette, History of Cbristianity, 1,022-29.
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The spirit of the Renaissance gave birth to the important intellectual move-

rnent called rntionnlism.Ta Rationalism regarded the human mind as an indepen-

dcnt authority capable of determining truth. The roots of rationalism lay in the

Christian humanism of scholars like Erasmus. In the service of the Church, they

had employed human reason to study the Bible in its original languages. They also

believed that the use of reason to investigate the Bible helped Christians to estab-

[sh their faith. In t]re seventeenth and eighteenth centuries thinkers applied t]ris

tool of reason not only against the authority of the Church but also against the

Bible itself. Subdy, their work set tlre stage for the complete overthrow of both

biblical and ecclesiastical authority in the nineteenth century.

In Neil's words, rationalism "was not a system of beliefs antagonistic to Chris-

danity, but an attitude of mind which assumed that in all matters of religion reason

is supreme ."75 Three thinkers, rwo of them philosophers, illustrate the approach of

seventeenth-century rationalism to the Bible. In his Lepiathan (1651), the Angli-

can philosopher Thomas Hobbes argued from internal evidence that Moses lived

long before the Pentateuch was completed and, hence, could not be its author.76 In

Itrs Critical History of tbe Old Testa.n ent (f678), the French secular priest Richard

Simon reached a similar conclusion, stating that some parts of the OT reflect a

confusion in chronology.TT
It was the thoughts of Jewish philosopher Bernard Spinoza, however, that most

significantly undercut the authority of Scripture.T8 In his originally anonymous
Tiactatus Thnlogico-Politicas (1670), Spinoza argued for the primary of reason in the
inteqpretation of Scripture. In other words, Scripture should be studied like any other
book-by using the rules of historical investigation. For example, reason understands
scriptural claims to God's direct intervention in history to be simply a colrunon Jewish
way of speaking, not actual revelation. Miracle stories thus become nothing more than
a powerfirl way to move ignorant people to obedience. By implication, Spinoza sub-
jccted Scripture to the authority of the human mind rather than the other way around.

Thus, the Post-Reformation period brought the fragmentation of approaches
to biblical interpretation. On the one hand, the pietists continued to search the
Scriptures to feed their hungry souls and to guide their quest for virtuous lives. On
thc other hand, whereas Aquinas had sought the integration of philosophy and the-
ology, the rationalists promoted the radical divorce of each from the other. Though
rationalism had declined in popularity by the mid-eighteenth century, it spawned a
series of influential biblical handbooks written along the critical lines of Spinoza
and enjoyed an even greater renaissance in the next century.

7aCf. the extensive survey in Sykes, "Religion of the Protestants," 19|98; V. Neil, "The Criticism
and Theological Use of the Bible 1700-1950," CHB IIL 1Z845t and Grant and Tracy, Sbort History,
r00_109.

TrNeil, "Criticism and Theological LIse," 239.

. 
7oT. Hobbes, Leuiatban, III, chap. 33. This denial, of course, ran against the longstanding opin-

ton of the day.
zSykes, "Religion of the Protestanrs," 194. Later scholars would look back to Simon as the father

of modern biblical criticism.
ncrant and Tracy, Short History,705-fia.
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The Modern Period (ca. A.D. l80G-Present)

The Nineteenth Century

On many fronts, the nineteenth century was a revolutionary one. Latourette
calls it "The Great Century" because it saw both an increased repudiation of Chris-
tianity as well as its unprecedented expansion in missions.Te Radical advances in hu-
man science created popular confidence in the scientific method, which in turn
produced a revolutionary method for studying history-the modern scientific study
of history. Also, in the nineteenth century, developmentdism-the idea that evolv-
ing historical progress underlies everything-became widespread as the philosophy
of Frederick Hegel and ttre evolutionary theory of Charles Darwin attest.

The Bible did not escape the impact of these changes. Scholars, especially those
teaching in German universities, sought to approach the Bible through similar objec-
tive, scientific means.80 Thus was born the approach known as the hiooricol-critical
rnetbod, an interpretive method guided by several crucial philosophical presupposi-
tions. It inherited the rationalistic assumption from its seventeenth-century intel-
lectual ancestors, that the use of human reason) free of theological limitations, is
the best tool with which to study the Bible. So scholars ueated the Bible as they
would any other literature, not as God's special revelation to humanity.

Also, the historical-critical method presupposed a naturalistic worldview that
explained everything in terms of natural laws and excluded the possibility of super-
natural intervention. Thus, scholars accounted for biblical miracles by means of the
laws of physics, biology, and chemisuy. Again, the approach believed that all history
happens as an evolutionary process of development. Thus, its practitioners inter-
preted the history that the Bible reports along that line, viewing earlier eras as

"primitive" and later ones as "advanced." The historical-critical method further re-
garded the Bible's ideas as time-bound truths not timeless ones (the Bible merely
records what people thought at the time ). Finally scholars assumed that the Bible's
greatest conuibution lay in is moral and ethical values, not in its theological teachings.

These presuppositions brought about two decisive shifts in the focus of bibli-
cal interpretation. First, rather than seek to discern what a text meant, many schol-
ars sought instead to discover the sources behind it. This method was called soarce
criticisrn. Second, rather than accept the Bible as timeless revelation, some scholars
sought to retrace the historical development presumed to underlie it. The work of

three influential German scholars illustrates these shifts in biblical interpretarion.
F. C. Baur, professor of historical theology at the University of Tiibingen

(1826-f 860), argued that Paul's letters reflect a deep division in apostolic Christi-
anity.tt On one side, said Baur, stood the church of /erusalem (led by Peter and

other original disciples), which taught a jewish form of Christianity. On the other'

Telatourette, History of Cbistianity, 7O61.
eFor details, see Neil, "Criticism and Theological Use," 25|-45'
srour treatment follows the summary of Baur by F. F. Bruce, "The History of New Testament

Srudy," in Neu) Testament Interpretatbn, ed. I. H. Marshall (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 197D, 4243.
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-.r parrl and his Gentile converts who insisted that the gospel actually abolished

:||#fi;. demands of ludaism. More important, Baur inferred that NT books

Tl,'r?a 
"", 

reflect early Christianity as divided must be post-apostolic in origin'

3l';; pi".it. he dated both Acts and the Gospels to the second century' In

rc.* Baur derued meir authority as sources of information for the life and minis-
cl.lelrt 

-

il-ofl"r"r. 
Baur and his disciples, the so-called Tiibingen School, applied critical

rrflrirxrl reason to tne study of the NT. They claimed to find a historical scenario

i.i"ff.fa f" the NT that differed from the impression the documents themselves gave'

inl?J6"g portrait of the history of early Cfuistianity departed radically from

o".tt"itt commonly accepted by their contemporaries'
t"^ --1, 

OT studies, Julius Wellhausen wrapped up a long scholarly discussion about

tt" *ritt ' sources of the Pentateuch. In his monumental Prolegomena to tbe His-

|*l"rj-ira (1828), wellhausen argued that behind the Pentateuch stood four

scparate sources wnrren between 850 and 550 n.c.82 Several crucial implications

j.i*.Jn'"- that claim: (I) that Moses could not have written the Pentateuch; (2)

,fr"t ttt. Law originat ed after ttre historical books not before them; and (3) that the

ur" hirtory of Israel differed markedly from the history the oT books narrate .

The last German scholar whose work typifies nineteenth-century thought is

Adolfvon Harnack. Probably more than any other book, his Wnt Is Christinnity?

iigOf l summarized the libeial theology that dominated Protestantism and shaped

its UiUiicat interpretation.s3 Harnack called for Protestants to return to the religion

of fesus, the rciigion he claimed tay hidden behind the Church's later portrait of

him in the NT. For Harnack, three essential teachings summarize fesus' religion:

(r) the coming of the kingdom of God; (2) the fatherhood of God and the infinite

value of the human soul; and (3) the commandment of love'

In sum, Baur, Wellhausen, and Harnack claimed that historical criticism un-

carthed a complex literary and religious history behind sections of the present Bible '

fu many critics pointed out, if uu1, their views severely undermined the historical

rcliability of the Bible and, hence, its authority as a document of divine revelation'

More important, their work radically redefined the object of biblical interpretation'

Its purpose was not to determine the meaning of the present text but to find the

sourc.i and history lurking behind it. Only at the earliest stages of the uadition

could onc encounter accurate and authoritative history'

The Tlventieth Centtrry

The dawn of this century witnessed the flowering of two interpretive ap-
proaches that grew out of the late nineteenth century. The first was history of

82Originally in German, its English translation appeared as J. Ifellhausen, Prolegomena to the

Hlstory of Israel (Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1885). The application of source criticism in NT

studies produced the now widely accepted theory that rwo main documents (Mark and a collection of

Jesus'sayings called "Q") lay behind the present Synoptic Gospels; cf. Bruce, "History," 53-55'
83The English translation of the German original is A. von Harnack, What Is Christianity? (Nesr

Yotk: Putnam, l90l); cf. the discussion in Grant and Tracy, Sbort History,716'117 For liberalism, see

A. Richardson, .The Rise of Modem Biblical Scholarship and Recent Discussion of the Authority of the

Bi[,le :' CHB III, 31 1-318.
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religions.sa Baur and Wellhausen had claimed to uncover the "true history" of the
Israelite and Christian religions tfuough internal biblical evidence. But during the
nineteenth century, archaeologists had unearthed numerous written texts from ancient
Egypt, Syro-Palestine, Babylonia, and Assyria. These texts gave scholars fresh new
insighs into religions contemporary to the Bible. Inevitablg scholars came to compare
them with biblical religion. Such comparisons soon gave birth to the history-of-
religions approach, a method that tried to trace the historical development of all an-
cient Near Eastern religions. Specifically, it professed to show how ancient neighboring
religions had profoundly in{luenced the religious practices of the Israelites. Sometimes
its adherents went to unwarranted extremes in their approach. F. Delitzsch tried to
argue that the OT contained nothing more than warmed-over Babylonian ideas.8s

The history-of-religions approach left two lasting influences on biblical inter-
pretation. First, its comparative research suggested that many biblical ideas had origi-
nated earlier than scholars like Wellhausen had thought. For example , the discovery
of ancient law codes implied that OT ethical demands derived from Moses rather
than Iiom the religious creativity of the prophets. Second, it firmly established what
came to be known as "the comparative principle." Henceforth, proper biblical in-
terpretation would require consultation with relevant cultural evidence from the
ancient world of the Bible.

The second interpretive approach was the new literary method called forrn
criticisrn.s6 The father of form criticism was Hermann Gunkel, a German OT scholar
best known for his study of the Psalms. Form criticism sought to recover the shorter
oral compositions from which the Bible's written sources supposedly derived. It
also aimed to determine the specific cultural life-setting in which each originated.
Thus, Gunkel and his disciples claimed that the original setting of most of the psalms
was the temple in ferusalem.

Eventually, OT form criticism began to focus more on the Iiterary types of the
present wriften text rather than on the Bible's oral pre-stages.87 Today form criticism
remains an invaluable method in the toolbox of all serious Bible students. Our sur-
vey of OT literary genres later in this book bears witness to the lasting legacy of
Gunkel's approach, and, as we shall see, in the hands of NT scholars it also pro-
foundly shaped the interpretation of the Gospels in this century.

Post-World War I

To a great extent, the twentieth century's two world wars provide the time
settings of biblical interpretation during this century. The disastrous events ofWorld

eFor its story, see H. F. Hahn and H. D. Hummel, The Old Testament in Modern Researcb
(Philadelphia: Fortress,1970, 83-118.

85F. Delitzsch, Babel and Bible (New York: c. P. Putnam's Sons, 1903).
sCf. Hahn and Hummel, Old Testament, 119-56; more briefly, Neil, "Criticism and Theological

Use," 289-91.
sTGunkel's own definitive research on the psalms certainly reflects this change. See H. Gunkel

and J. Begrich, Einleirung in die Psalmen (Gciningen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 793D; cf. id.. Die
Psalmen,5th ed. (GOttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1968).
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War I devastated Europe and destroyed the naive optimism that had supported lib-

6pl theology. The horrors of the war also seemed to stir up increasing interest in

the existentialist philosophies of figures like Soren Kierkegaard and Martin

tleidegger. Like the proverbial phoenix, new directions in biblical interpretation

arose from the ashes of world conflict. Two towering figures, men who today still

cast long shadows of influence, initially charted those new directions.

The first was the Swiss country pastor, Karl Barth (1886-f968)' In his com-

rnentary on Romans (f919), Barth lambasted the mistakes of liberalism and sought

to reassert long-lost emphases of his Reformation heritage .88 Specifically, he reem-

phasized the authority of Scripture as the Word of God and the necessity of a per-

sonal enco.rnter with the living God of whom it speaks. The idea of such a personal

encounter reflected the influence of Kierkegaard. Barth's later multi-volume Church

Dogwntics fueled a lively renaissance in Protestant systematic theology and exem-

plified how penetrating biblical interPretation could enrich theology-8e

The second imposing shadow on the twentieth-century landscape was the

noted NT scholar, Rudolf Bultmann (1884-1976).eo As Kierkegaard helped to shape

Barth's theology, so Heidegger's existentialism formed the philosophical founda-

tion of Bultmann's work. The history of biblical interpretation remembers Bultmann

for nvo distinct developments. First, Bultmann applied the method of form criti-

cism to the Gospels. He classified their individual episodes into various literary types

(c.g., miracle story, pronouncement story, etc.) and suggested an original setting

for cach.er Bultmann also judged the historical reliability of certain literary forms

depending upon their setting. Bultmann especially doubted those types that, in his

vicw, seemed colored by the later beliefs of the early Christian community. Thus,

in Bultmann's hands, form criticism further eroded the historical reliability of the

Gospels. Bultmann distinguished between the "Jesus of history" (the person who

actually lived) and the "Christ of faith" (the person in Christian preaching). On the
other hand, using modern historical-critical methods, British scholars like C. H.
Dodd, T. W. Manson, and Vincent Taylor ably defended the substantial historical
reliability of Gospel accounts.

sFor an English translation based on the sixth German edition, see K. Barth, The Epistle to the

Romans(London: oxford Universiry Press, 1933). Cf Richardson, "The Rise of Modern Biblical schol-

arship," 319-23; S. Neill and T. Vright, Tbe Interpretation of Tbe Neut Testantent 1861-1986,2d ed.
(Oxford: Oxford Universiry Press, 198), 215-227 .

eThe English translation is K. Barth, Church Dogmatics, 4 vols. (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1956-
l!X9). For an overview of Banh's thought, see G. V. Bromiley, An Introcluction to tbe Tlreolog/ of Karl
Bat'tb (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, 1979); and T. F. Torrance, Kail Bartb, Biblical ancl Euangelical Tbeo'
JqSran (Edlnburgh: T & T Clark, 1D0).

sCf. the appreciative rrearmenrs in Neill and Ylright, The Interpretation of the Nau Testamenl,
237-51; and w. G. Doty, Contemporary Neu Testanent Interpretation(Englewood cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
1972).17_27

erFor a translarion of the ground-breaking work originally published in 1921, see R. Bultmann,
itbe History of tbe Synoptic Tradition (New York: Harper & Row, 1953). Cf. also the inlluential form
cridcal work of Bultmann's conremporary, M. Dibelius, Fron Tradition lo Goqpel (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1965 [Germ. orig. 1919D. E. V. McKnight, Wbat Is Form Criticisrn? (Philadelphia: For-
tress, f969) provides a convenient introduction to the mechod.
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Second, Bultmann sought to "demythologjze" the Bible, to interpret the
herygrnn or *message" currendy couched in its (in his view) outmoded mythologi-
cal worldview.e2 Like Barth, Bultmann was concerned that the Bible speak to the
needs of modern people. He wanted to make the Bible's message understandable
and relevant to his contemporaries. In his view, the prevailing scientific worldview
had undermined the faith of many intelligent Christians. They had uouble believ-
ing the Bible because of what he called its mythological language-for example, its
three-storied universe, its claims that ]esus "descended" from and "ascended" to
heaven. and its miracles.

Bultmann's approach requires that one read the Bible with an existentialist
hermeneutic.e3 Most readers expect to derive objective information from the Bible,
and Bultmann conceded that the text does provide much of that, but he also al-
lowed that readers may disregard anything they deem as prescientific (e.g., primi-
tive cosmology, myths, etc.). Further, he argued that one should read the Bible
subjectively to let its understanding of human existence clarify one's own existential
predicament. Indeed, Bultmann affirmed that the Bible becomes revelation when it
confronts us with such a challenge. He determined that people can understand the
Bible only when they understand what he called their "unauthentic existence" and
the possibilities of making it more authentic. In other words, he proposed a prima-
rily subjective, existentialist reading of the Bible-one uprooted from any first-
century historical event.

Between the two world wars, the work of Barth and Bultmann spawned a
new tlreological movement called neo-orthod.oxy (or dialectical theology). Domi-
nated by Barth and another Swiss theologian, Emil Brunner, three basic assump-
tions guided the approach of neo-orthodox theologians to biblical interpretation.
First, God is a subject not an object (a "Thou" not an "It"). Thus, the Bible's
words cannot convey knowledge of God as abstract propositions; one can only
know him in a personal encounter. Such encounters are so subjective, mysterious,
and miraculous that they elude the objective measurements of science . Second, a
great gulf separates the Bible's transcendent God from fallen humanity. Indeed, he
is so transcendent that only my'ths can bridge this gulf and reveal him to people.
Thus, neo-orthodory downplayed the historicity of biblical events, preferring to
view them as myths that conveyed theological truth in historical dress. Third, neo-
orthodox theologians believed that uuth was ultimately paradoxical in nature.
Hence, they saw no reason to rationally reconcile conflicting statements in the Bible.
Instead, they accepted opposite biblical ideas as paradoxes, thereby implicitly de-
nying that any type of underlying rational coherence bound the diverse ideas of
Scripture together.

e"Ihe translation of the 1941 German original is R. Bultmann, "New Testament and Mythology,"
in H. \V. Bartsch, ed., KerygmaandMytb vol. 1 (London: SpCK, 1957), 744; cf. alsohisJesusCbrist
and Mythologl,, (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958). Neill and Wright (Intetpretation of tbe Neu,
Testanent, 241-51) and Doty (Conten porary Neu Testament Interpretation, 17-27) provide insightful
assessments of Bultmann.

e3Richardson, "Modern Biblical Scholarship," 327-39; and Doty, Contemporary Neu Testament
Inte4)retation, 19.

The History of Interpretation

Post-World War II

If World War I gave birth to neo-orthodoxy and Bultmann's program, World

War II also fathered significant offspring. In postwar America, a flood of publica-

tions showed a revival of interest in biblical theology, a revival that Childs calls the

Bibticot Theology Movernent.ea In 1947 , the journal Interpretation began publication

to promote positive reflection on theology and the Bible. Three years later, SCM

press launched its scholarly series "studies in Biblical Theology." While historical-

critical matters had formerly dominated in biblical commentaries' now the com-

rnentaries featured discussions of the theology and message of biblical books.

According to Childs, five major emphases typified the movement: ( I ) the re-

discovery of the Bible's theological dimension; (2) the unity of the whole Bible; (3)

the revelation of God in history; (a) tne distinctiveness of the Bible's mentality

(i.e., Hebrew thought in contrast to Greek thought); and (5) the contrast of tlre

ilibl. to its ancient environment. In the late I960s, however, criticism of the move -

ment cast doubt on many of those emphases. Nevertheless, the movement served

to revive study of the theological dimension of the Bible, a dimension that had

become a casualty of historical criticism in the late nineteenth century.

The postwar era also saw the birth of what proved to be an influential new

method. The nineteenth century passed on interpretive methods that tended to

highlight the Bible's diversity and disunity. With source criticism, for example, biblical

interpretation amounted to a kind of academic autoPsy. It was enough for the inter-

preter simply to catalog the parts ofthe textual cadaver. Ag"itt, by focusing on individual

forms and their transmission, form criticism tended to bog down in a similar tedious

analysis. In both cases, scholars simply ignored the larger literary context (the present,

final text of the Bible) of which the sources and forms were a part.

But in the mid-195 0s, redaction criticisn emerged as a complementary disci-
pline of form criticism. Basically, redaction criticism seeks to discern the distinctive
theological and thematic emphases that the individual biblical writers or editors
gave their materials.es It assumes, for example, that-however it came to be-each
context or book reflects the editorial design of its authoy'editor, a design that aims
to emphasize certain themes. Redaction criticism first appeared in studies of the
Gospels,e6 but OT scholars have used a similar approach in studying sections of the
Hebrew canon.eT

the term "biblical theology" refers to the theology that the Bible itself shows as opposed to
that of philosophers or systematic theologians. B. S. Childs, Biblical Tbeologt in Crisis (Philadelphia:

lfestminster, 197D, 1N)O, provides details on the Biblical Theology Movement. But see also J. D.
Sman, Tbe Past, present, and Future of Biblical Tbeologl,t (Philadelphia: Westminster, 197y, 22-30,
who denies the movement's existence.

e5For the method, see the introduction by NT scholar N. Perrin, Wat Is Redaction Criticism?
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1969).

*8.g., w. Marxsen, Marh tbe Euangelbt: Studies on tbe Redaction History of tbe Gospel (Nash-
ville: Abingdon, 7959'): and H. Conzelmann, The Tbeologlt of Saint lar&e (New York: Harper & Row,
r961).

"E.g., D.J. A. Clines, Tbe Therne of tbe Pentateucb, JSOTSup 10 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1978);
and G. A. Rendsburg, Tbe Redaction of Genesis(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1986).
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Two ottrer postwar interpretive developmens trace their intellectual genealogy
to the work of Bultmann. The first is the movement among Bultmann's students
called the "new quest for the historical Jesus."e8 They reacted vigorously to his rigid
denial that one could know litde or nothing historical about ]esus. They (and many
others) asked how one could have an authentic Christian faith without an actual his-
torical lesus. Theywondered whether Bultmann's agnosticism about Jesus might actu-
ally undermine the faith. So, in the 1950s and 1960s they cautiously sought to sketch
from the Gospels what they thought could be known historically about |esus.ee
Bultmann's critics had accused him of Docetism, the heresy that )esus only appeared
to suffer and die but did not actually do so. Consequendy his studens paid particular
aftention to the history of the crucifixion because of its importance in Christian theol-
ogy. Conservative scholars might regard their conclusions as rather meager, but they at
least narrowed the gap between the "]esus of history" and the "Christ of fhidr.'roo

The second development, the so-called new lterrneneutic, also involved
Bultmann's academic children.rOr It drew on new views in the field of linguistics
concerning human language. Specifically, it understood language to be an actor
(i.e ., something that sets things in motion) rather than a label one attaches to pas-
sive objects. Thus, each use of language brings a new entity into being-what move-
ment spokesmen like E. Fuchs and G. Ebeling call a "word-happening" or
"speech-event." Each speech-event communicates its own unique truth-and this
is the crucial point-in light of the hearer's own experience.

Applied to biblical interpretation, this new concept of language implied a dif-
ferent view of the biblical text. Up to now, interpreters presumed it to be an object
that passively responded to their interpretive questions, an object over which they
were master. By contrast, the new hermeneutic assumed that, when read, the text
created, as it were, a new speech-event that mastered the reader. In other words,
the biblical text interprets the reader, not vice versa, confronting him or her with
the Word of God at that moment. Thus, in the new hermeneutic the text, not the
interpreter, guides biblical interpretation. In interpretation, the text and its inten-
tion must gnp the reader rather than the reader's questions controlling the text.

BThe expression derives from the book title of J. M. Robinson, A Neut Quest of tbe Histoical

Jesus, SBT 25 (London: SCM; Naperville, IL: Allenson, 1959), a title that echoes the English title of an

important book written by A. Schweitzer more than tifty years earlier (The Quest of tbe Hktorical Jesus
lNew York: MacMillan, 19101). For a survey of the quest, see Neill and Wright, Interpretation of tbe Nan

Testan ent, 288-31.2, 397 -98.
ryIhe monograph by Robinson (A Neu Quest of tbe Historical Jesus) pointed the way. Other

important contributors included the 1953 lecrure by E. Kisemann, "The Problem of the Historical

Jesus," published in translation in his Essays on New Testament Tbemes, SBT 21 (London: SCM;

Naperville, IL: Allenson, 1964), 1547; and G. Bornkamm, Jesrrs of Nazareth (New York: Halper &

Row, 1960).
rmAccording to Neill and Wri ght (Intetpretation of tbe Neu Testarnent, 37YOr, a "Third Quest"

for the historical Jesus has recently superseded both the "first" (i.e., A. Schweitzer's) and the "new"

quests. Its distinctives are: (1) use of extra-biblical evidence to reconstruct the cultural milieu of Jesus;
(2) a renewed interest in Jesus' Jewishness; and (3) discussion about why Jesus was crucified.

rorFor an ovewiew, see Doty, Contemprary Neu Testament Inte'pretation,28-51; and the essays
in J. M. Robinson and J. B. Cobb, eds., The Neta Hermeneutk (Nett York: Harper & Row, 1964). The
movement,s master theoretician is H. G. Gadamer, Trutb and Metbod(London: Sheed and rVard, 1975).

The History of Interpretation

The new hermeneutic has made several positive contributions to biblical in-

tcrpretadon. First, it has stimulated a refreshing revival of theoretical reflection on

,iJruU;..,. Biblical hermeneutics used to focus on the various interpretive tech-

IJ*r a reader used to draw out meaning from a text. The new hermeneutic, how-

Julr, h"r underscored the complex relationship that links readers and written texts.

i".""a, it rightly underscores the effect a text has on the reader. Previously the

Irromptio.t was that the interpreter controlled interpretation' that the text was a

J'""i". object to be analyzed. Now the interpreter is challenged to reckon with the

L-ti"V that the text imposes on him or her. In essence, by drawing readers into its

world, the text actively interprets their world.' 
ihitd, the concept of speech-event in the new hermeneutic properly empha-

sizes that Scripture must relate to the meaningful existence of its contemporary

.oA""... In other words, interpretation involves more than just defining what the

tcxt meant originally. It also entails relating the historical meaning of Scripture to

the issues of contemPorarY life .

As for its weaknesses, the new hermeneutic tends to deemphasize a text's his-

torical meaning and its contribution to the speech-event. llence, it runs the risk of

losing its roots in the biblical text. Again, while opening up new interpretive in-

sigh6, in effect its existentialist orientation limits what a text can say to the reader,

nimely insights into human existence. Readers may not gather biblical insights, for

cxample, into history, science , culture, etc.
The postwar Biblical Theology Movement also left a methodological offspring:

the method of canon criticism.To remedy the movement's weaknesses, B. S' Childs

proposed a new context for doing theology-the canonical status of the Bible .102

Canon criticism regards biblical books as canonical, that is, as the authoritative writ-

ings of the )ewish and Christian communities. It also presumes that theological

convictions guided those who compiled these books. Hence, it seeks to find their

theological meaning by analyzing their canonical shape: the editorial design of their

present form.ro3
In conclusion, the twentieth century has seen the emergence of new methods of

interpretation and rigorous philosophical reflection on the nature of the interpretive
process.ru Other new methods have joined the ranks of those discussed above. Literary
approaches, like the so-called new literary criticism, stmcturalism, and deconstruction,
have generated intriguing interpretations and lively scholarly discussion. Sociologi-
cal approaches, including feminist, and liberation hermeneutics have also gained a
wide hearing. (For a more complete discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of
these modern approaches to interpretation see the Appendix.)

to2childs, Biblical Tbeologjt in Crisis,99-107. For an introduction to the approach, see J. A.
Sanders, Canon and Community: A Guide to Canonical Citicism (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984). See
our further analysis in Chapter J.

to3childs himself has pursued this task in his Introduction to tbe Old Testament as Scripture
(Philadelphia: Forrress, t9'29), ^na his Tbe Neu Testament as Canon: An Introduction (Philadelphia;
Fortress, 1984).

rsHere we refer readers to the recently published, definitive discussion of contemporary bibli-
cal rnterpregtion in A. C. Thiselton, Neu Hoizons in Herril.eneutics (Grand Papids: Zondervan, 1992).



CHAPTERFOUR

The Interpreter

e
\)uppose two chemists decided to conduct a similarexperiment. While one carefully
followed the experimental design with accuracy and precision, the other worked
carclcssly and failed to follow the procedures or make the measurements precisely.
Which of these two chemists would have the more accurate resultsl Without doubt,
thc chemist who worked with accuracy and precision. The same is true of Bible
intcrpretation. If interpretation is to succeed, the interpreter must possess certain
competencies and must work with correct and accurate methodology. Generally
spcaking, careful and accurate work produces the best results, regardless of the
practitioner. It is our goal to present responsible, careful methods for accurate
intcrpretation and undlrstanding of the Scriptures. Those who practice these
mcthods with rigor and care will have the best possible prospects of success in this
cndeavor. The techniques furnish correct insights regardless of who utilizes them.

- However, we are still faced with a dilemma, for in addition to accurate meth-

Sglogy, the interpreter's set of convictions or presuppositions about the nature of
rcnpture profoundly affects his or her work. For example , the interpreter who re-
lccts the possibility of resurrection must explain all such biblical "events" as myth
or lcgend--<ertainly not as literal history. Whatever these passages may convey to
trtodern readers, ,"id inr.rp..ter will reject the reality of zuch Ju.ntr. So the two
to.pics, qualifications and piesuppositions, go hand in hand. In this chapter we will
{uscuss qualifications first and then will consider presuppositions. Then, building
o'[r that foundation, we will consider the role of preunderstanding in the interpre-
Fvc process.
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Qualifications of the Interpreter

Faith

All understanding requires a framework or context within which to interpret,
Thus, to understand a lecture about the properties of antiquarks, one must have I
least some knowledge of theoretical physics. The more knowledge the listene r has
about theoretical physics, the more understanding he or she will gain from the lec-
ture. Likewise, if the Bible is God's revelation to his people, then the essential quali-
fication for a full und.erstanding of this book is to hnow tbc revealing God. To know
God we must have a relationship with him. Thc Bible uses the term "faith" ro de-
scribe the essential element in this relationship. "And without faith it is impossiblc
to please God, because anyone who comes to him must believe that he exists and
that he rewards those who earnesdy seek him" (Heb lI:6). Only the one who be-
lieves and trusts in God can truly understand what God has spoken in his Word.
This makes sense, for how can one understand a text from the Bible that purports
to be a word from God if one denies that there is a God or that the Bible is from
Godl

Paul makes clear in I Cor 2:14 that the ability to apprehend God's uuth in its
fullest sense belongs only to the "spiritual person." So while excellence in method-
ology is a necessary qualification, we allege that excellence alone does not sufficc
for understanding the Bible as divine revelation. Such divine revelation is gained
only through possessing the spiritual sensitivity that God gives to those who havc
faith in Him, to those who believe. Thus, faith is foundational for a full comprehen-
sion of the Scriptures. It is not the only qualification, nor does it guarantee correct
interpretation, but it is the foundation for correct interpretation.

Do not misunderstand. We do not arrogandy assert that one who does not

believe cannot understand the Bible. Unbelievers can grasp much of its meaning'
They may discover what it asserts or claims even when their own beliefs or valuc

systems lead them to deny those claims. Thus, a competent, unbelieving scholar
may produce a superior technical commentary on a biblical book-perhaps evcn

better written than many believing Christian scholars could write-but that unbe'

lieving scholar cannot understand and poruay the true significancet of the Bible's

-"rr" ., for his or her ultimate commitments are not to the Bible as divine revele'

tion. The unbelieving scholar will not accept the Bible as God's revealed truth, 1o

feel justified in arriviig at conclusions that conflict with such a "high" view of ScnP'

tot., *ill reject depicJons of miracles as fables or my'th, and will 
"i.ount 

fot "GY.

language" as a pr.r.ierrtific way of explaining the unexplainable. But if thto;u{rt

rThe difference between the findings of unbelieving versus believing scholars ," oftrn on'^!,

volition, not cognition. Through their careful work, both may come to the same understandin9 "',

text's meaning. But due to their different faith commitments, only the believer can perceive the tex"

ttue signifcance and be willing to obey the truth conveyed. we discuss the distinction ktween rnsa'

ing and significance later.
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I ootai*""
f . A sccond requirement, following close upon the requirement of hith, is the

| ,gryncs t0 ?fi uneself oundero tbe text, t0 submit one's will to hear the text and. obey

ii** Hermeneutics cannot be limited to the grammatical-historical techniques

liin+s'T:f:'i'::*::TTf^f:"::-'':l:'T::?::::':T;X":?T::
&lV, O. work of the technical scholars can get so caught up in a world of aca-

dcoic inquiry that the significant issues the original biblical authors were trving to

Cmmunicate become lost or are determined irrelevant. N. Lash states the point

ffictullY:

If thc questions to which ancient authors sought to respond in terms available
,. to thcm within their cultural horizons are to be "heard" today with something

likc thcir original force and urgency, they have first to be "heard" as questions
that chdlenge us with comparable seriousness.2

' 
This means that uue interpretation of the Bible can never be merely an exer-

fcin ancient history. We cannot genuinely understand what a texr meant without
llnpacting our lives. Interpretation involves a crucial dialectic between the histori-

{o.ig" of a text and the perspective of the modern reader or interpreter. To focus
tHy on thc former consigns the Bible to the status of an ancient and irrelevant

*69g Yet to abandon the historical reference and seek only for some felicitous

tsnF*:: for today is equally misguided. Scripture loses ali normativeness if all

Fhry'- of its text can-claim .qrr"t .rr"tidity. Genuine interpretation requires a

St.of 
thc ancient and modern horizons wirere the meaning of the ancient rext

ff^l,:*..ters come to new und.erstandings of themselueJ.. fu Lash properly

ff;1tr..*ticulation of what the text mighi .mean' today, is a necessary condi

H.::I.Trng what that text'originally meLt.',,a Though Lash does not take tlre

ffiT: 
fat, w. insist that full understanding comes only to rhe sincere follower of

;1toc who revealed-the follower who diliiently seeks to pracrice the message ofrc tGrt studied.s
---.-=__-_

*^Fn, "\ilhat Might Marryrdom Mean?,' Ex Auditu 7 (1985): 77.
;;1rrow 

the image of the fusing of horizons from A. C. Thiselron, Tbe Two Horizons (GrandFa... .  vr l lu l lzul ls l tut t l  A. ! ,  I  t l ls€ttol l ,  I  Dg tuo nonzons (urano

;'***' 
1980) who in tum depends upon H. G. Gadamer whose work Thiselton rhoroughly

'Iash, .Martyrdom,,. 
tg.

JThYer ,of 
P sa 119:97-lo4 exemplifies the perspective of the obedient believer. The psatm-

$$dqi.Tru*i::ff ;:ii#:d::::it?i::::;:;:::il:'"'J'#:ny,,r?'.?;:
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Illumination

Introd.uction to Biblical Interpretation

For his part, God provides the resource for such obedient understanding qg
his truth: the illumination of the Holy Spirit. A corollary of the requirement of faith
is the regeneration of the Holy Spirit.That is, once people have committed their livss
in faith to )esus as Lord, the Bible speaks of a work that God performs in them.
This inrernal operation enables believers to perceive spirituai truth, an ability un-
available to unbelievers (cf. I Cor 2:6-16;2 Cor 3:15-18). This illuminating worft
of the Spirit does not circumvent nor allow us to dispense with the principles of
hermeneutics and the techniques of exegesis. It does mean that a dynamic compre-
hension of the significance of Scripture and its application to life belongs uniquely
to those indwelt by the Holy Spirit. Though scholars possess an arsenal of methods
and techniques with which to decipher the meaning of the biblical texts, interpreta-
tion falls short of its uue potential without the illumination of the Spirit. Neither
methodology nor the Spirit operates in isolation from the other. Neither is suffi-
cient in itself. For though the Spirit may supernaturally grant to a reader the true
meaning of a text, independent of any srudy, we posit that the Spirit rarely, if ever,
operates in this manner. On the other hand, methods alone are not sufficient to
understand profoundly and exacdy the true meaning and significance of Scripture.
Then how are methodology and illumination interwoven)

First, consider whether one can depend simply upon the Holy Spirit for un-
derstanding the Bible apart from methods and techniques. Origen (ca. n.l. 200)
might have been the earliest defender of this practice, but if so, he was certainly
only the first in a long line that continues to this day. The reasoning often goes like
this: if the Holy Spirit inspired the original writers, then certainly he can impart his
meaning without recourse to such means as historical or grammatical study. C. H.

Spurgeon countered such pretension with some advice to budding preachers in "A

Chat about Commentaries":

Of course , you are not such wiseacres as to think of ways that you can expound
Scripture without assistance from the works of divines and learned men who
have labored before you in the field of exposition. If you are of that opinion.
pray remain so, for you are not worth the trouble of conversion, and like a litde
coterie who think with you, would resent the attempt as an insult to your infalli-
bility. It seems odd, that certain men who talk so much of what the Holy Spirit
reveals to themselves, should think so litde of what he has revealed to others'u

In the pulpit this error may sound like this:

Dear friends, I have consulted no other books or human sources or worldly
wisdom. I have considered no commentaries. I have gone right to the Bible-
and only the Bible-to see what it had to say for itself. I-rt me share with you
what God showed me.

6C. H. Spurgeon, Comnentifig and Commentarieg rep. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1981, from oritii-

oal 1876 edition), v.

The Interpreter

^- n Rafifil, who invented a similar quote, observes, "This sounds very spiritual,"

Ii" Ao *it is a veiled egotism" and a "confirsion of the inspiration of the Spirit

li,n ;" illumination" of the Spirit."7 The Spirit's work of illumination does not

ant D€W revelatlon'"

"-'-Unfot*nately, 
some deeply spiritual people have purported some obviously

incorrcct interpretations of the Bible. Being indwelt by the Spirit does not guaran-

., eccurate mterpretation. Though the creative work of the Spirit cannot be di-

]iJJ.a, the Spirit does not work apart from hermeneutics and exegesis. Rather,
'il"r""ij.r 

the iincere believer that indispensable comprehension of the text (that

ii[. n"l") by working within and through methods and techniques. An encounter

ocln between the Spirit of the Word and the human spirit. Swardey says'

In the co-creative moment, text and interpreter experience life by the power of

the divine Spirit. Without this experience , interpretation falls short of its ulti-

mate Potential and PurPose.ro

Certainly, we cannot "program" this creative encounter; it requires a stance

of faith and humility before the Lord of the universe who has revealed his truth on

thc pages of Scripture . Yet in seeking to hear his voice, the interpreter becomes

op.n t" true understanding. Prayer puts one in the position to hear and understond.

Fbr the Christian, prayer is an indispensable ingredient to the proper understanding

of Scripture . We must ask God to assist our study and to speak to us through it so

that wc might understand his truth and will for our lives. We do not substitute

praycr for diligent exegetical work. We pray that we will do our work well, that we

will be sensitive to the Spirit's direction, and that we will be obedient to the truth

of what we discover. We openly admit our bent to sin and error and our finitude;
we ask for an openness to receive what God has revealed and a willingness to learn

frcm others throughout the history of interpretation.

lllembership in the Church

fu Bible interpreters we musr be wary of the trap of individualism. We need to
ncogniz* our nerubership in the Body of Christ, tbe Church. We do not work in a
vacuum; we are not the first ones to puzzle over the meaning of the Bible . We

78. Ramm, Protestant Biblical Interpretation,3rd rev. ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1970), 17-1U.

- bne of the striking features of most heresies or cults is their use of Jesus' words recorded in Jn
lGl6, especialty verses liu. Lq,z6, 15:26, and 16:5-175.In fact, Jesus does not promise that the Holy
sPtrit will provide new truth or revelation to all succeeding Christians throughout the Church Age.
lather he refers ro the inspiration of rhe Spirit in providing the NT canon of Scripture. The Spirit's role
& relationship to believers today is not to reveal new tnrth; he did that in producing the NT. LIis role
n'ow is to enable believers ro apprehend and apply the truth revealed in Scriprure.

\9'e do not wish to deny that God works in the lives of unbelievers, even through the Scrip-

Ircs. We merely srress the Holy Spirit's illumination in the lives of believers in keeping with 1 Cor
2:1rt-l6.
' to$f. Swartlev. Slauery, Sabbatb, tVar, and Vomen(Scondale, PA: Herald Press, 1983), 224.
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Introduction to Bib lical Interpretntion

require the enrichment, endeavors, and assistance of our fellow believers to check
our perceptions and to affirm their validity. Likewise, our conclusions, if th.y a..
correct, have importance for others. The Church throughout the ages, constitute4
by the Spirit, provides accountability; it offers the arena in which we can formulalg
our interpretation. Such accountability guards against maverick and individualisds

'interpretations. It provides a check against selfish and self-serving conclusions [y
those who lack the perspective to see beyond their own circumstances. And since
the Church of Jesus Christ is a worldwide fellowship, it crosses all cultural bound-
aries and parochial interests-a reality we deny if we limit our interpretations and
formulations of God's truth to personal aftempts to understand Scripture. If we
discover the meaning of God's revelation, it will make sense or ring true to others
in Christ's worldwide Body when they openly assess the evidence we used to reach
our conclusions.

Appropriate Methods

The final qualification has been assumed, but we need to make it explicit: ra
need. rnethod.s that are appropriate to the tash of interpretation.This task requires dili-
gence and commitment, hard work and discipline. It requires the pursuit of excel-
lence and learning in all dimensions (language, history, culture, theology) that relate
to the study of the Scriptures.

If the best interpretation involves a fusing of the horizons of the ancient text
and those of the modern interpreter, then interpreters must be aware of their own
worlds as well as those of the texts-the worlds of the ancient Near East or the
Roman Empire of the first century A.D. as well as the modern world. There is no
substitute for diligent study and the use of available tools. The interpreter must
cultivate a sensitivity to hear and learn from all the information available. This re-
quires study and practice.

Issues tllat concern factual matters in interpretation cannot be setded by an

appeal to prayer or the illumination of the Holy Spirit. One cannot know through
prayer that Baal was a fertiliry god worshipped by the Canaanites or that the fews ot

Jesus' day regarded Samaritans as hated halFbreeds. The identity of the "sons oI

God" in Gen 6:l-4 or the "spirits in prison" in I Pet 3:18-22 cannot be deter-
mined by simply reading and rereading these texts in a prayerful and humble wal'

One must study history and culture to discover the natuie of the "head coverings"
in first-century Corinth (l Cor Il:2-16). Today the Bible interpreter is privileged
to have numerous, excellent tools that provide facts and information about the an-

cient world and the biblical texts. Capable interpreters become acquainted with such

research tools and use them to the best of their ability. If the goal of interpretation
is to determine the meaning the text had for its original autlor and recipients, then

the diligent interpreter must be committed to using historical sources.
Does this mean that without a competence in biblical languages and a mas-

tery of all the critical historical and linguistic tools no one can understand God's
message in the Bible l. No, for certainly no one can attain total proficiency and even
were it obtainable it would not guarantee correct interpretation. Without doubt, a

, ^2ae?te- and uneducated believer can comprehend the cen$al truths of the

fnP"li-ltiir.nt Christian with even an average education who is willing to study.

Biblc' r""-L.r, 
,o rhe fine tools now available, can arrive at the cenual meaning

.nl:i::;;".rv Dassage in the Bible . The believer who can acquire expertise in the

$'Hliliimn:is:n:"-T:rff"r;fril:J;:::l'ilii':*:'J'J;l['fi ii;
j*',,,jiln many of the more obscure or controversial texts' Finally, the schol-

:T^l'i""" advanced uaining, research, and specialization are able t. perform

f,.lr""r""r""ed and technical studies, write commentaries' perform textual criti-

:trT";;;tmine the original texts, uanslate and evaluate ancient literature that

illsl;rh, on the Bible, and produce modern versions of the Bible.

Presuppositions for Correct Interpretation

Thc computer industry has popularized a basic truth, immortalized in the

a*n _, GlGb_garbage in, g"rb"g. out..That is, what you get out directly de-

ocnds on what you put;.tI This principle is especially u1e in interpretation' The

Iims a"a pres.rppositions of interpreters govern and even determine their interpre -

o,ior,.. wt.r, 
-ctt".lie 

Brown 
"*p..tt 

to find the shapes of ducks and sheep in the

clouds overhead, he finds themt Like charlie Brown, interpreters can find in a text

prcciscly the meaning ,and onlythemeaning, they expected to find-as anyone who
-h.r 

t""i or listened to debates over biblical scholarship will attest.

No one interprets anything without a set of underlying assumptions' When

wc prcs'me to expiain the'meaning of the Bible , we do so with a set of precon-

cGd id.", o, pr.r.,pporitions. These presuppositions may be examined and stated'

or simply embiaced-unconsciously. But anyone who says that he or she has dis-

cara.A J presuppositions and wili only stuiy the text objectively and inductively is

Cithcr deceived^or naive . So as interpreters we need to discover, state, and con-

riously adopt those assumptions we can agree to and defend, or we will uncritically

retain those'we already have, whether or not they are adequate and defensible '

Indeed, interpretatiot i.p".d, not only upon the methods and qualifications

or i"t .pr.i.J ;;'J" upon their p.esuppositions. Thus, the development of an

rpproach to hermeneutics involves two components: (l) an essential set of presup-

positions that constitutes its starting point, and (2) a deliberate strategy involving

mcthods and procedures that will ditirmine viable intelpretations and assess com-

Pcting 
"ft..i"'Ju.r. 

io.h 
" 

strategy will also require some means of verifuing that

thc preferred interpretation is supirior to the alternatives.

.- That is why *. p..r.rr, here the assumptions or PresupPositions that we be-

lievc are ,r...rr"ry forL accorate interpretatibn of the Bible. Not all interpreters or

readcrs *ill;tlg" ;;mselves with this position, though we hope that many do (and

that others will be persuaded to).
-

nPaul comprehended that principle well in expressing his counsel to the Philippians: "' what-

cTet is true, -h"tlu., is noble, whate,re, is right, . . . -think about such things" (Phil 4:8)'



Presuppositions aborrt the Nahrre of the Bible

Inspired Reuelatton

The view of Lre r.anre of the Bible that an intelpreter holds will determine

what ..meaning" tl.at rterpreter will find -in 
it. If the Bible owes its origin to I

divine all-powerful >eir.g rvho has revealed his message via human writers, then the
objective tf int.rp.,t.ton will be to discover the meaning located in the divinely

inqpired do.u-eni. tf ne interpreter adopts an alternative explanation ofthe Bible\

origin, then he or sle vill prescribe other goals in interpreting the text'12 Wc adopt

the presupposition ,ha,. the Bible is a. saperna.tilral booh, God.'s written repelntion to
his jeoph-given thruBl: ptpared and. selected spohesperstns by the prlcess,of inspiro-

tioi. This-has been rhe ihurch's unive rsal creed throughout its history.13

Our defense of ths yiew derives fiom the Bible's view of itself. The NT de-

scribes the OT as oinslir;d," using a term literally meaning "God-breathed" (2

Tim 3:16), an allusirn io tien 2. It further affirms that the Holy Spirit carried along

rhe writers as they spcke the words of God (2 Pet l:20-21). The OT language

affirms divine inspi:ation with quotations like, "The I-ono says, ." (e.g., Gen

6:7;26'2; Exod 6:l; l l :43; I Sam 9:I7; I Kgs 9:3; Zech 4:6), indicating that the

spokespersons beliel'ed gey were speaking God's message, not simply their own.

When the NT wrirers qu.rte the OT, they demonstrate their belief that the OT

derives from God rimsiti (e.g.,2 Cor 6:16; Mt l9:5/Ge n 2:24; Acrs 4:25/Psa

2:2; Rom 9:17 /Ex>d9:lt).
In addition, larious NT writers' views of other portions of the NT disclose

their verdicts aboui the nrture of the Bible . Peter clearly views Paul's writings or

letters in the same (aterolv as the "other scriptures" (2 Pet 3:16). After employing

the introductory frrmrla "for the Scripture says," Paul proceeds to quote from

both Deuteronomr and l,uke (l Tim 5:I8/Deut 25:4;Lk l0:7). In places Paul

seems to express thl recopnition that the apostles' teaching parallels that of the OT

writers (I Cor 2:1.:). Jrtrr identifies his words with the "true words of God" (Rev

l9 :9 ) . i a
of course, wc dc nrr rrgue tiat because the Bible claims to be God's word

tlle question is settlcd. Thrt rvould simply beg the question. Christians do not accept

rrlf the Bible re<:rds rhr religiously inspired thinking of pious Jews and Christians but is nor

divine revelation itself, t'rer: ;,,'pt.;*" rnay feet free to handle it precisely and only as they do other

ancient religious books Su,.'i,,..p..,"tt may seek to,explain on the basis of sociological 
:'i"::::

pological models (amorg o:her) how theJewish or christian religious communities came into e]r:',

ence and how they fon tulrrJ. mrths such as the crossing of the Red Sea (Sea of Reeds) or Jesus

resurrection ro explain heir rel:ious experi(nces and longings 
- .:rc.

,iln defense of rhis stllement, see J. D. \Woodbridge, Biblical Autbority (Grand Raptu"

Zondewan, 1982).
r{For a thorough rre2:mot of this issue, see W A. Grudem, "scripture's Self-Anestation and th€

Modern Problem of fort ufr,in, u Doctrine of Scripture," Scripture and Tnttb, ed. D. A Carson and J'

D. Voodbridge (Grand Rap:ds: londervan, 198)' 19-59

- a,'an's view of itself, nor that of the Book of Mormon. Though a man claims
trJli.f" he remains a man. We cannot conduct the necessary apologetic defense

{L'"-i"r*es here but we do argue that the general reliability of those historical
d tll,"" 

"iscriprure 
that can be verified lends credence to the Bible's overall truth-

fr6*.;*q:t, l::t: accepted the inviolability of the OT (|n 10:35), and we are

itli"a to follow,his lead'ts

Wc accept, tnen, that the Bible is God's Word in written form, that it records

Cod'r'r"f-air.l**.,."t 
well as his people's varied responses to his person and his

,I i' history. Certainly human writers composed the Scriptures in the midst of

ilr;; cultures and circumstances, writing out of their own experiences and with

ffi; motives for their readers. The Bible is a human book. Yet, somehow, God

I[rittt.na.d their writing so that what they wrote comprised his message pre-

a*ty. fn. Bible is God's Word'

Atthoritatiae and True

It follows from the first presupposition that tbe Bible is authoritative nnd. true'

Bcing divine revelation, the Bible possesses ultimate authority. For this rcason, it

mori.otrrtitote rhe measure for all human belief and behavior. It speaks truthfully

rbout who we are and how we are to live, so rejecting the message of the Bible

mcans rcjecting the will of God.
What God says must be true, for God cannot lie nor will he mislead.r6 Con-

lcrvative scholars have usually maintained that inspiration implies inerranry-tIat

wtrat God authored must of necessity contain no crrors.rT Others defend the Bible's

"infallibility,' which allows that a greater amount of imprecision is present in the

Biblc.I8 Some prefer to defend a more "limited inerrancy" in which the biblical

The Interpreter

rbn these two poinrs in defense of Scripnrre's truthfulness see, first, C. Armerding, Tbe OId Testa-

,rhrrt and Olti.ism(Grand Rapids: Eerdmarn, 1983); K. A. Kitchen, Ancintt Orient and the OA Testatwtt
(Chicago: Inrervarsiry, 1966; E. M. Yamauchi, Tlte Stones and the Scriptures (New York: Lippincott,
192);C. L. Blomberg, HistoricalReliabilftyof tbeGospeb (Downers Grove: Intervarsity, 1987); F. F.
Elrrc€, 'Are the New i."o-.rr, Documents Still Reliable?" in Euangelical Rutts, ed. K. S. Kantzer (Nash-

vflle Nelson, 1978); and, second, J. wenham, Cbrist and tbe Bible, 2d ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1984).

- 
ttltre author of Num 23:19 distinguishes between God and humans in their ability to lie: God

does not' See also 1 Sam 75:29; Tit 1:2; Heb 6:18. James 1:13 asserts that God never Puts evil in a
penon's path. Rather, God only does what is good. Assuming, then, that the entire Bible is God's
ttrrelation, this revelation cannot mislead nor can it present what is untrue. This may appear to reason
cfuorhrly; yet historically, Judaism and Christianiry have always affirmed God's goodness and truthful-

lEtc on the basis of their Scriptures. R. Nicole provides a helpful appraisal of how both tesaments
Dnecent the nature of truth as facn:ality, faithfulness, and compleienes, ;Th. Biblical Concept of Truth,"
b &dpture and Tnttb, ed. Carson and woodbridge (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 198r,287-298.

* 
'Th. classic exposition is B. B. Varfield, Revelation and Inspiration(Oxford: Oxford University

n!ca' f927). Other examples of this position include; C. F. H. Henry, ed., Retalation and Tbe Bible

lqd R"piar, Baker, 1959); N. B. Stonehouse and P. Voolley, eds., Tbe Infaltible word(Philadelphia:

lffYterian Guardian, 1946); C. F. H. Henry, God, Reuelation, and Autbority,6 vols. (waco: \7ord,

Pgzsl' 
".Ju. 

;;d;;:;"a ii. 
". 

i*"t 
"Jar..'-in^.n"utics, 

Inenancy, and tbe Bibte (Grand
Zondervan, 1984).

tbee, e.g., I. H. Marshall, Biblicallnspiration(Gnnd Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982), 66.
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Introd.action to Biblical Interpretetiln

aurhors did not err in what they intended to teach theologicallS but may have erred
in other incidental (to their purposes) issues.re To the left of these conservatives we
might locate the so-called neo-orthodox theologians who argue that the Bible onh
becomes the Word of God as it is hithfirlly read, preached, and apprehended !y
believers.20 Finally, still further to the left are those liberal scholars who grant t5s
Bible inspiration only insofar as all the world's great literature is inspired. Hence.
they accord it no divine status and study it only as they would other ancient (reli-
gious) documents.2r For them the Bible has at best only limited authority (i.e., the
same as any other ancient document or writing) and no privileged claim to ffuth.

For us, the Bible is uue in all it intends to teach. Its statements convey what is
factuall its record is faithful and reliable. This includes all its individual parts as well
as its overall message. This is not the place for an exhaustive defense of the Bible's

truthfulness. but we do cite several NT texts that, in our estimation, assume this
conclusion (..g.,In 10:35; 17:17;Titl l '2; Mt 5:I8). The psalmist l ikewise affirms

that God's commands are utterly perfect (f f9:96). We believe that this represents

the position of the Church throughout its history.22 We also believe this presuppo-

sition alone does justice to the Bible's character and claims of truthfulness.

We realize that this presupposition is held by only a minority of scholars to-

day, though it is standard for believing Christians. How do we handle aPparent

contradictions or errorsf Following our supposition of Uuth, we are bound to seek

viable solutions or admit that with the Present state of our knowledge we cannot

find a solution. This does not mean that no solution exists; it simply means that we

do not know how to solve the problem at this time . When responsible exegesis can

suggest a possible solution, we claim some vindication, even if we cannot be abso-

tutely conhdent that our solution is certain. It means that the charge of "error" is

not mandated. And when every possible solution seems contrived or tendentious'

we consciously adopt a more :'agnostic" stance toward the problem: we frankly

admit that at present we do not know the best way to solve the problem. In fact,

in the vast majoriry of cases, plausible solutions to alleged problems or conffadic-

tions do exist so that our *i ftftotaittg judgment in certain instances is not simply

special pleading.23 This is no more presumptuous than assuming a modern, sch^ol-

arly, critical omniscience about such questions.2a Our presupposition of truthful-

ness disposes us to reiect the position that the Bible errs and to assume' rather, in such

instancei that the data, our knowledge, or our theory to explain tlle evidence re-

mains deficient.

reJ. B. Rogers and D. K. McKim, T'lre Atttbori4r and Interpretation of tbe Bible (New York: Harper'

t""' 
,o*.Banh remains the prime example: cburcb Dogmatcs(Edinburgh: T. & T. claft,9)6'

1950, r/ 1, 9A44O; 1/ 2, 457-537.
,rSeeJ. Barr, Holy Scripture: Canon, Authoit!, Criticisln(Philadelphia: Vestminster, 1983)

22L. Morris, I Belieue in Reuelation (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976), defends the inherent au-

thoriry of the Bible, though see Rogers and McKim, Authoritt) and Interpretation.
rTo see how often this is the case in the Gospels, see Blomberg, Histoical Reliabilitt) .)D1
,aD. R. Hall, The Seuen pilloies of Wisdom (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1990) provru'"

an excellent and witty exposure of how much faulty reasoning occurs in the guise of scholarship'

The Interpreter

Asfiriuat 
Document

, A sccond conclusion follows from the view that God has revealed his message

*.o*,,lgr':*,'#,K#.";:{:":::;!::',#":ff::;!^tr:ff 
';?\3,#"{:

ff',l?'g#jfpi#"#;ill*['*rnl:*fi .{i*s:+[t*
S;";rc the Bible in different ways and for different purposes (devotion/nur-

n,jc, corPorate worsnlp' preaching,.teaching, ethical guidance )' fu we will see' such

6*ri"ri interpreters share many hermeneutical principles and metiods in com-

-nn with those who expound other kinds of literature . But we acknowledge this

liii"i'rp-;al dimension for the Bible and take it into account in interprettng

;;;;* deny is presence as do many liberal critical scholars)'
tt'-'W. 

.*ptore ttre 
-Scriptures 

and find life-giving and life-changing uuths' As we

rEsDond in'ru*tru obedi.nce, we worship and praise the God of the Bible' The
.i;;;.; 

give direction to our thoughts and guidance to our lives. They have an

ffi"d"t ind uplifting effect as the Spirit of God uses their truth in the lives of the

trht io *."i ttre SlUle in any othir way (merely like an inspiring book) robs it

ofis ccnual purpose as God's revelation to his creatures'

Characterized by both Unity and Diaersity

one source of difficulty in interpreting the Bible derives from apparenttv f9l-
0icting facts: it is a unit yet it is diverie . If one Author is responsible for the Bible's

brmulation, then we assume a symmegy or harmony in its overarching message '

In this sense the books of the fiUte could be compared to an orchestra. Though

therc arc a wide varietv of instruments in the orchestra producing different sound

cfrccts, and at time p.ih"p, even seeming to be out of tune' they all contribute to a

total harmonious effect. ih. irrr*.r-en; blend together in a marvelous and melo-
dious symphony. Likewise, Christians assume that divine a.athnrsbip conveys to the
Ddbh sn iiherent unity or coberence.Biblical scholars have sought to depict the Bible's
ttuity itt various ways (e.g., a theological theme, the promise/fulfillment motif, ty-

Polo8y, thc idea of progiessiv. ,"u.["tio.r, o. 
" 

."rro.ri.al approach).2s At this point

9 l90

'. 
- - 

zs46on8 
the variety of relevant works, the reader might consult these, H. H. Rowley, The LInity

Y'b Btbb Qhiladelphia:'westminster, 1953) weighs recuniig themes in the Bible. 'il/ . Eichrodt, Theol'

fl{te Otd Testiment,2 vols. (philadelphia: rvestminr,.., t96t, 1967) champions the promise/
tJlutrnent approach. M. C. parsons provides a helpful introduction to those reviving a strong interest

I TTt n 'Canonical 
Cnricism," in NetL Testanent Criticisrn and Interpretation, ed. D. A. Black and

?'l o".t." iiJftH,'x" ;;;:,;;;;,';;;;;' Major pravers adopting this approach incrude

,Shit*, Introduction to the Old Testanent as Scripture (Philadelphia: Fortress, t97D; J.Sanders,
and Canon (philadelphia: Forrress, 1972); andBag, Holy Scipture. A leading proponent ot a
gcal approach is G. von R^d, OId Testament Tbeotoglt,2 vols. (New York: Harper, 1965), espe-
2,319-3i.



no single proposal has met with universal agreement, even from those willing 
1ogrant the possibiliry that a unity exists.

More easil5 perhaps, we can demonstrate the Bible's d.iversity. It edsts as m,^
very different "testaments" written in a variety of languages, in diflerent .utao..""
over a vast span of time. The Bible embodies a diverse collection of kinds of liro;'
ture: legal, historical, poetic, prophetic, gospel, epistolary, and apocalyp.i.. AJ;";
to all this, the various authors write with distinct purposes, to different audienc.*-
on different topics, and with varying emphases. These result in multiple differences
as one compares writings within a testament and between testaments, not to men-
tion across the centuries. No one would question that such a collection would be
diverse ; that it would have unity is more difficult to imagine.

An Understandable Document

We affirm that the Bible is understand.nble; it is an accessible book. It presents
a clear message to anyone willing to read it, and that is why people throughout
history have understood its teachings. This does not imply that it is a simple book
or that anyone may easily grasp everything it contains. Its profundity exhausts thc
human mind, for it derives from God himself and deals with the most important
and urgent issues of human existence, now and eternally. Yet, the Bible is not a
puzzle or crlptogram whose solution remains hidden from all but an 6lite group
who know the code . Written so that common people could apprehend its truttr, the
Bible 's central message remains clear even after scores of intervening centuries.

Forming the Canon of Scripture

As Protestant scholars we a.ccept the 66 boohs of the canon ns the entirety of God\
scriptural record to his people. Catholics, of course, include the Apocrypha in their

canon.26 Canon has the figurative sense of "ruler," "measuring rod," and therefore
refers to a norm or standard. We use it here to speak of the list of authoritative boola

that comprise Holy Scripture. Though not a very "tidy" matter, canonicity affirms
that, guided by the Spirit through various historical processes over a span ofseveral
centuries, the Church separated out and accepted certain books due to their apos-

tolic origin or basis in fesus' life and ministry, or because they were useful for her

specific purposes (e.g., preaching, catechetical training, refuting heretics, worship)'
or because of their consistency with the orthodox teaching of Jesus and of the

apostles, et al. Added to the completed "Old Testament" canon (established by the

Church's )ewish predecessors), this process enabled the Church to fix the extent oI

the canon. The canon marks the boundaries of God's written revelation. The pro'

cedure of Scripture formation stands completed. In interpretation the Church does

not seek new revelation that would add to the Bible, for that process ceased. Rather'
the Church seeks to understand what was revealed and collected in the canon.

r6For more details see our discussion of canon and textual criticism earlier and the literaturc

cited in the footnotes.

s'i:TF3*X5rui*:-,;i-i4g#gg
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original documents of the Bible' rogether these volumes

ii*ppotitions 
about the Nature of the Interpreter

'.h:.rp::'::."1-"lTIJ*:";::*l*:fi il'::'#l!ff ::lt"':ffi .J';T.J!:
tr'NJ*t{i*.*[*.-ffi fi **f'"tr]F:,::ff ::;;
both thc religious purposes of nurture, worship, teaching' and guidance, and for

6cnonrcligiousPurposesofunderstandingsomeaspectoflsrael'shistoryorap-
orcciatingitsliterarydrmensions'Atthesametime'thepersonwhosubscribestoa
diftr.,,t view of the ,,"*.. of the Bible also adopts an agenda for studying it and

fnding significance i" ,h;; snrdy. An unbelieving scholar typically wants to snrdy

tc Biblc only for rorJigior$ pl.por., such as historical reconstruction or literary

criticism.Wheretheagendasoverlap,saytoexplainthe.causesofinfantsacrificesin
rncicnt Israel (2 chr 33:6), many scholars---evangelical or liberal-will adopt simi-

hr mcthods and techniques'
The task of interpietation always operates out of a personal framework. Both

the interpreterr' pr.roiptritions ani their personal or professional. interests specify

that framework. These will determine the questions and methods they deem aPPro:

priatc for the text 
", 

*.iL as the expla.,ations they will accept or allow. The real

divisi:n of the interpredve housc dois not usually occur.on the levels of agenda or

mcthod (for interpreters often share similar methods and goals); rather it occurs on

thc levcl of attitad.e tuwa.rd. the Bible\ trastwortbinesr. Scholars may be prone to

rUspcct findings of an earlier prescientific era or to line up with the most popular

cuncnt school 
"f 

thi"k;;. if.r" fr.to., influence all scholarly endeavors' Scholars

ue also affected Uv aii[tZ"ipt conceived ideas, perhaps even on what are the "as-

arred rcsults' of scholarshiP up to that point'
We do not mean thai a Lefievit'g1"tt'pttter will always be right in an inter-

prchdon or that * 
"."J.-i.ally-orieited 

interpreter will be wrong. Indeed,-as we

t";;;;;;il;;h"lar might produce_a finer and more accurate exegesis of a

Bven tcxt than an ."*g.ii."r .Iorri.,p""' Equally, the b-eliever must defend his or

h.t -*;id;;r.,",i"" and demonsrate its validity. We simply argue that even

"t 
n'*.f,oi.ir^""5f",i-t r"r". methodology, their differing presupposidons will open

S: *"r," #il"lly-dtffb;; results. iia scholar says, "Paul t",yr X, but he was

tflo.oi.J ffi;;*c background, and we know he is certainly wrong," the



scholar is permitting 
lnodern values or philosophical positivism to lead to a rejec_

tion of a teaching of rhe Bible. on the other hand, those who accept the Bible as
God's revelation expect it to provide true information, and ttrey would never uft;;
such a statement. They may not like what paul teaches (they may eu.. .hoos" 1-i
disobey his instructions), but they are bound to acknowledge that he has *.i*"i
the word of God.

If interpreters choose to work within the Bible 's own framework (e.g., ths
existence of an all-powerful, all-knowing God; the reality of the supernatural; the
fact that God speaks in the Bible), the results will be of one kind. interpretationi
will correspond to the affirmations the biblical writers themselves make . Such inter-
preters will engage in detailed and scholarly research on all kinds of issues. Reli-
gious language (God, angels, demons, faith, kingdom of God) will be appropriate
and valid. However, if an interpreter operates within a modern, secular, .t"igr"llrti.
viewpoint, then certain categories must be excluded as out of its realm. For ex-
ample, such a perspective cannot pronounce on resurrection from the dead or other
"supernatural" phenomena since the truth of these phenomena cannot be confirmed
by scientific criteria.

In other words, two scholars, an evangelical and a liberal, might both research
literary elements in tl're Gospel narratives. They might come to similar conclusions
about most issues-say the background of the pericope in the life of Jesus, the edi-
torial work of an Evangelist, et al. But how would they handle the mention of ..de-
mons"l The evangelical is disposed to admit the existence of such creatures, if lbr
no other reason than ttrat the Bible affirms their existence . The other scholar may
state that ancient peoples attributed certain infirmities to demons, but today we
"know" better and ascribe them to psychological causes.

Modern scientists cannot study miracles for t-l-rey are beyond the orbit of sci-
entific analysis. Biblical scholarship built solely on the foundation of rationalism
and science is compelled to find naturalistic explanations for the biblical accounts of
miracles. Evangelicals, on the other hand, accept tJre miraculous in the Bible as
factual.2T However, evangelicals cannot defend their position simply by resorting to
dogmatic pronouncements. No amount of protesting can dislodge the scientists,
for, according to their presupposirions, miracles do not occur.

As evangelicals we can, however, conduct a defense of our position. we con-
cede the validity of rational, historically defensible arguments. We are committed to
being logical. We bind ourselves to the facts of history, but we insist this does not
obligate us to a nonsupernatural explanation of the biblical record. However, ir
does force us to engage in careful historical argumentation to show that the biblical
accounts are defensible and historically credible, even if in the end ttrey cannot be
scientifically proven.28 We insist that to hold evangelical presuppositions is not to

27we discuss the phenomenon of miracles in the section devoted to the Gospels in the chapter
on the genres of the NT. see key lirerarure in Rlomberg, Historical Reliabititlt, 73-tlz.

'?8ln addition to the literature cited in defense of Scriprure's truthfulness cited above, see for the
OT, K. A. Kitchen, The Bible In lts World (Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 197D; and p C. Craigie, The Old.
Testament: Its Background, Grounb, and Content (Nashville; Abingdon, 1,9g6), 25j_g}. For a helpful
introduction to the role of the historical method in NT studies see D. A. Hagner, ,,The New Testament,

ffigg3pl****it*t*+w
Presuppositions about Methodologr

Wewanttoemployanymethodortechniquethatenablesustodiscoverthe

mcaning of a text,tegardlesi of who developed or perfected it. In short, we must

r.. rrilline to use whatever methods yield accurate understanding'
* "?;:;;"-pr", an interpreter who operates with our presuppositions about

,h",;;.;i,tt. iliUt. maywell employ certain techniques of form or redaction

;;;ilr" discover the unique perspectives of the or story of |oseph or of one

of-afr" C"rp.ls. However, that same interpreter may find it more difficult to em-

;.* ,il ,.sult, of these methods in the hands of practitioners whose inherent

J,ir.. pr.r.rmes that a miraculous incident that appears in a gospel account really

.ig""L"Jaecades later in the life of the early church. The form critic may insist

that miracles as recorded in the Gospels simply did not lappen' 
These issues are

oi.stlppositional. So, if a method or technique is "neutral" (an obvious and non-

:;;;';;;;i"l exampie is grammatical analysis), we do not object to using it to

understand the me aning Jf 
" 

t"*t. But whe re a me thod, of ne ce ssity, adhe re s to a

basic stance o'. pr.rrrpiosition that is inconsistent with our views about Scrip-

tor., tt.r, *e dnd thit us, of the method unacccptable or at least requiring

modification.
We do not deny that the Bible is a human document that must be read and

studicd just like other human documents' The key question 1s, did the events the

Bible records actually happen as recordedl Israel remembered her Past as genuine

history (see Deut ZO,S-giJosn 24:2-L3; Psa 78). Paul insisted that the Scriptures

reco"d |esus, resurrectio.r'as true and factual history (I Cor I5:3-8, 17-20, et al.).

This great apostle argued for the significance of the factuality of this central Chris-

tian eient in tristory.the honest historian ought to be_fre9 of preconceived nodons

that simply deny the possibility that an all-powerful God could act in human his-

tory. Hence we must be open to what we call miracles and supernatural explana-

tions of biblical reports oi ,ttr miraculous. This need not be circular reasoning'

Rather, it constitutis an attempt to understand the Bible on its own terms'

Because the Bible o*., it, origin to the inspiration of the Holy Spirit ( I Pet

I:21), it would be illegitimat. to ,rrii..t it to methods that deny or reject its divine

History, and the Historical-Critical Method," in Neu Testament Criticism ^nd Intetpretation' ed' D' A

Black and D. S. Dockery (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 19D,7t-96. Hagner concludes his essay with

several valuable modifications of the historical-critical method that will counter its unwarranted nega-

tive conclusions (89-91). on the historical veracity for the Gospels see also I' H Marshall' I Belieue in

tbe HktortcalJesus (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977)'

^fL
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status. A poetic line in Psa 96:12 reads: *Then all the trees of the forest will sing for

joy." Literary criticism recognizcs that one caffrot apply literary canons for inter-

preting one kind of literature (say historical narrative) to another genre (poetry).

btre migttt get an "interesting" reading by a'nonpoetic" interpretation of that line

from thi pril-, but it would be beyond the bounds of what the text seeks to con-

vey. Similarly, wc believe that our PresupPositions about the nature of Scripture

preclude avenues ofstudy that deny its essential character'

We embrace the hisiorical method in our investigation of the meaning of Scrip-

ture .2e Since faith is tied to what happened in historg we commit ourselves to know

biblical history. We agree with the affirmation of 2 Pet l:16: "We did not follo*'

cleverly invenied stories." Thus historical and literary methods become essential to

understand and explain the biblical record. We reject the kind of "faith" that simply

believes what it wants to believe . Faith and history need not be at odds; they ought

to and do inform each other.30 If lesus did not really and truly rise from the dead,

then the Christian faith, Paul argues, is groundless and worthless!

This means that Christian interpreters walk a tightrope , but they do it self-

consciously and openly. No interpretation occurs aPart from presuppositions. As

evangelicai interpreters we approach the Bible with commitments. We affirm the

Bible's uniqueness, and we icknowledge this commitment before we begin the

process of interpretation. At the same time we drink deeply at the well of ratio-

nal methods and seek to exegete each passage with integrity' accuracy' and sin-

ceriry. we want to employ whatever techniques help us understand the Bible

accurately. So we reject a gullible naiVet6 that simply believes what it wants to

believe. We must subject even our presuppositions to scrutiny and defend them

adequately. But with that self-conscious reflection and defense we interpret by

using all methods at our disposal. Yet rationalism is not the final word. Some

ratio-nal methods without a substructure of proper presuppositions will yield re-

sults antithetical to an evangelical view of Scripture. We must test our presuPpo-

sitions and reject any that we find unacceptable-i.e ., the humanistic or natve

stance that avers that scientific or Presuppositionless interpretation is possible or

desirable.
We admit that our presuppositions about the nature of the Bible could be

construed as a kind of biased dogmatism. At the same time, we admit our commit-

ments and argue that, after thoriugh stud.yrwe find no alternative more acceptable '

All who ,tudy the Bible must .orrfir- the nature and character of the text; theY

must settle for themselves precisely what they make of the Bible. What is its origin?

What authority does it possessf Do its claims stand "over" the interpreter or must

the Bible's claims be judged by other criteria? If so, who determines those critertar

Introd.uction to Biblical Interpretation

reD. A. Hagner puts it well: "Because revelation comes to us in and through history, historicll

criticism is not an option but a necessity. 'Criticism' here means the making of informed iud8rn""::^11

this sense no one who attempts to interpret or explain the Bible in any way can avoid the crltlcar

method" ("The New Testament," 75).
rI. H. Marshall , Luke: Historian and Theologian, Zncl. ed. (Grand RapiG: Zondewan, 1989)

defends this third Gospel against the charge that theology and history are mutually exclusive categorles'
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This cannot simply be a leap in the dark to whatever position one likes or prefers.

irr.t, ut,i-"ae questions bear careful and concerted thought'3r
"*--- Thu, we read the Bible as God's Word to us and use that presupposition to

-^nitor how we use various methods of interpretation' We will study and interpret
tt lv ' - -

,il Utrf. to accomplish maximum understanding with what we deem to be the best

,nd rnost appropnare methods to gain that knowledge . Yet we must carefully avoid

irJ"pp"rii. danger of uncritically allowing our Presuppositions to lead to unrvar-

ranted and irrational interpretations'

Presuppositions about the Goal of Hermeneutics

We are convinced that the goal of hermeneutics is to enable interpreters to

arrive at the meaning of the text tbot the biblicol writers or ed.itors intend.ed their read'-

7ii ,o onAtrt und. the authors and editors produced literature,of various kinds'

iaoptittg our view of the nature of the Bible, we believe that in the divine/human

."".',rtrJr, activity of inspiration God purposed to communicate with his people'

Thus, all biblical texts convey meaning at both the human and divine levels'

Hence we adopt as a basic presupposition to understand the textts meaning in

contrast ro an approach that argues that interpretation involves bringing meaning

t0 a text. As we witl see) many "reader response" approaches to interpretation fash-

ion various meanings when they encounter a text. On a more subde level, church

communities or denominations want texts to affirm their understanding of theol-

ogy. Throughout history, Christians have developed many traditions that they seek

to defend from the Bible.32 Blatantly or subtly, interpreters can substitute the ir mean-

ing for the tcxt's meaning.
Hermeneutics succeeds when it enables modern readers to understand the mean-

ing of the original biblical texts-the meaning the people at the dme of the texts' com-

posrtion (author, editor, audience, readers) would have most likely understood. In some

insances that meaning is readily appalent. Without much help a reader of the Bibie

can understand the narration: "One day Elisha went to Shunem. And a well-to-do
woman was there, who urged him to stay for a meal. So whenever he came by, he

stopped there to e t" (2 Kgs 4:8). It would fill out our understanding to know more

I

,rThis requires conscientious analysis typically referred to the realm of apologetics Key vol-

umes students may want to consult that defend this evangelical view of the Bible include: R. Nash.
lVord of God, woid ofMan (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1982); G. Lewis and B. Demarest, eds., Cbal'
lenges to Inenanc!: ; Theological Response tchicago: Moody, 198+ ); B. Ramm. Special Reuelalion antl
tbe tVord of God (Grand Rapicls: Eerdmans, 1961); ancl C. F. H. Henry. God, Reuelatiott, and Autboitv
esp. vols. z (1976.3 o97r. and 4 (1.97D.

rThe Catholic Church's historical claim that the Gospels' mention of Jesus' brothers and sisters

!t'g., ft4f. 3,31ff.. parallets; 6:3; Jn 7:3-5; cf .1 Cor 9:5) refers to cousins not siblings derives, we argue,
rrom its dogma concerning Mary's perpetual virginity, rather than a precise understanding of the texts'
meanings. See the frank assessment of that issue from a Catholic scholar of the first rank, J. P Meier, ,4
Ltatginallew, Retbinking tbe HistoricalJesUs (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 199D' 31&-32. He con-
ctudes, "if . the historian or exegete is asked to render a judgment on the New Testament and
patristic texts we have examined, viewed simply as historical sources, the most probable opinion is
ttEt the brothers and sisters of lesus were true siblings" (331).
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about the prophet Elisha and to knowwhere Shunem was located, but aside from such
matters the text makes clear sense. fn other places we may need a detective's extraordi-
nary skills to disclose a text's meaning, as in the section that informs us that Christ '$as

put to death in the body but made alive by [in] the s[S]pirit, through whom also he
went and preached to the spirits in prison .' (l Pet 3:I8-I9). In any case, we
seek to understand the text. Only when we grasp the meaning in the original text,
to the best of our ability, may we procced to explore its significance for us today.

We cannot always discern an author's meaning with certainty. Only the cre-
ators of documents know what they really intended, and in the case of the Bible,
they are unavailable for consultation. All we have are the texts they composed. What
is more, our modern preunderstandings may inhibit or cloud our abilities to appre-
hend their meanings accurately. Our personal prejudices may undermine our dis-
cernment. But as we explore the various dimensions behind a tcxt by means of
responsible principles of hermeneutics, we can have a certain degree of confidence,
in most instances, that we have approximated the meanings the authors intended to
convey. We presuppose the gonl of herweneatics to be tbe rneoning the biblical writers
o?nea.nt'to comrnanicate at the tine of tlte commanieotion, at lea.st to tbe extent tbat
those intentions a.re reclper&ble in the texts they prod.uced..33

fu a corollary to this, God's role in inspiration assures that the Bible spoke
not only to its original readers or hearers, but it also speals to us today.3a An in-
spired and authoritative Bible has significance and relevance beyond its original cir-
cumstances. Further, we assumc that the meaning God wanted it to have today
corresponds to the original meaning. On the basis of the solidarity of the human
race and the spiritual plight we share, the ancient meanings will speak more or less
direcdy to the human condition today. Thc questions the Bible addresses concern
ultimate issues, in addition to merely localizcd or immediate matters. fu we learn
God's mind, expressed by human authors long ago, we find understanding and
significance for our concerns today. Any quest for other "meanings" from the Bible
lacks that objecti$'ing basis in God's revelation. The meaning found in the text
alone provides this foundation.

Preunderstandings of the Interpreter

Snow falls regularly during the winter months at the seminary where we teach
in Colorado. Several years ago we found it humorous when one of our newly ar-
rived African students expressed shock at secing snow fall from the sky during our
first snowstorm that winter. Her only previous encounter with snow had been in
pictures, and she assumed that snow somehow came up out of the ground like dew.
Arguably, it was a logical assumption, though it turned out to be false . Similarly, we
all have certain suppositions or assumptions of the world based upon our prior

'For a recent defense of textual meaning as the essential goal of interpretadon, see Umberto
Eco, Intetpretation and Ot)ef-Interpretation(Cambidge: Cambridge University Press, 1992).

vPaul affirmed as much to his Roman readers in Rom 15:4.
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erpenence, training, and thinking, and we interpret our experiences on the basis of

thise presuppositions. They may be true or false--or pardy true or false-but they

filter everything we encounter. Ifuowingly and unknowingly we construct a body

of beliefs and attitudes that we use to interpret or make sense of what we experi-

cnce. These beliefs and attitudes are called "preunderstandings," and they play a

significant role in shaping our view of reality. No one is free from them; it is impos-

si6le to interpret reality in a "totally objective" way.

All we know has been molded in some way by the preunderstandings tlat we

bring to the process of interpretation. In the past, hermeneutics concentrated on

the ancient world of the texts and the techniques for understanding what texts meant
.back then." Now we recognize that far more attention must be given to what the

interpreter brings to the interpretive process. We need to know ourselves, as well as

the object of our inquiry. Thiselton observes, *historical conditioning is wo-sided:

the modern interpreter, no less than ilte text, stands in a giten bistoricnl context and

trodition."3s He adds, "hermeneutics cannot proceed without taking account of

the existing horizons of the interpreter."36 Borrowing the metaphor of "horizon"

from Gadamer (the limits that a point ofview or understanding presents), Thiselton

argues that "the goal of biblical hermeneutics is to bring about an active and mean-

ingful engagement between the interPreter and text, in such a way that the

interpreter's own horizon is re-shaped and enlarged."37

Defrnition of Preunderstanding

The term preunderstanding descibes what the interpreter brings to the task
of interpretation. Ferguson provides a succinct definition: "Preunderstanding may
bc defined as a body of assumptions and attitudes which a person brings to the
perception and interpretation of reality or any aspect of it."38 It is the basic and
prcparatory starting point for understanding. Our preunderstanding constitutes
where we begin as we currently are. Indeed, preunderstanding is desirable and
cssential.3e Certain background knowledge and experiences can be pertinent to
understanding other experiences or situations. For example, most of us can make
only limited sense out of a medical prescription. We know it prescribes that a deter-
mined quantity of a specific medication should be taken at definite times, but apart
trom that limited preunderstanding, we are probably in no position to understand
more about the medical terms and symbols. Similarly, our African friend now un-
derstands pictures ofsnow better because her preunderstanding has been enlarged
by firsthand e xperie nces of falling snow.

. 
r5Thiselton, Tutt> Hoizons, 11 (emphasis his). He goes on to observe, "Everything is understood

rn a given context and from a given point of view" (105).
'rlhiselton, Ttw llorizons, 237.
'Thiselton, Tu,o lloizolts, xrx.
sD. S. Ferguson, Biblical Hermeneutics: An Introduction (Arlanta: John Knox, 1986),6.
reBefore we go further, we need to insist that preunderstanding be distinguished from bias or

preiudice. Indeed, bias is only one element of a person's preunderstanding. \7e will take up these
qi$inctions 

funher below.
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derstanding that we bring to the task of living: our language, social conditioning,
gender, intelligence, cultural values, physical environment, political allegiances, anl
even our emotional state at a given time. These elements construct and govern our
individual worlds. They formulate the paradigm that helps us function and make
sense of the world.

D. s. Ferguson discerns four categories of preunderstanding:a' (r) informa-
tional: the information one already possesses about a subject prior to approaching
it; (2) anitadinnl: the disposition one brings in approaching a topic, also termel
prejudice, bias, or predisposition; (3) id.eological: both generally, the way we view
the total complex of reality (world view, frame of reference ) and particularly, how
we view a specific subject (point of view, perspective); and (a) method.ological: the
actual approach one takes in explaining a given subject. Possible approaches include
scientific, historical, and inductive. Different approaches will influence the type of
results obtained, though in another sense interpreters employ specific methods pre-
cisely to guard against undue interpretive bias.ar

We cannot avoid or deny the presence of preunderstanding in the task of biblical
interpretation. Every interpreter comes to study the Bible with prior biases and disposi-
tions. Ifwe ask about the origin or basis of our preunderstanding, we will find it in our
prior experiences, conditioning, and training-political, social, cultural, psychological,
and religious-in short, all our lives up to *ris point. Even our native language influ-
ences our view of reality. All these color and in many senses determine how we view the
world. Each individual processes all these factors to frame a world-view.

The Role of Preunderstanding

ObviouslS preunderstanding plays an enormously influential role in the pro-
cess of interpretation. For example , in this modern era those whose id.eology (to use
Ferguson's third category) allows science done to setde matters of fact will tend to
reject supcrnatural explanations of the biblical record.a2 People with such an ideol-
ogy will insist upon natural explanations for biblical incidents like the parting of the
Red Sea (Exod 14:21-22) or the resurrection of /esus (Lk24:5-7; par.). In this
view, miracles must be ruled out, for enlightened people "know" that they simply
don't happen: seas do not divide, dead men do not return to life, the blind do not
suddenly see, nor do pcople walk on water. Possessing such a view, some, like R.
Bultmann, may explain reports of miracles in the Bible as simply m1'th-ways in
which primitive people expressed their religious experiences.a3 Bultmann sought to

{He admits there are degrees of overlap between them and that a single act of preunderstanding
contains elements of all four.

arFerguson, Biblical Hermeneutics, lZ.
a2lt should be clear here that the discussion of presuppositions overlaps that of preunderstanding.

Part of the total preunderstanding an interpreter brings to the task consists of his or her presuppositions.
arSee R. Bultmain, Iesrrs Cbrist and Mytbologjt (lnndon: SCM, 1960); and id., Tbe History of tbe

Syrroptic Tladition (New York: Harper & Row, 1963).

edemythologize. the NT accounts (i.e., to remove the mytlucal elemenfs' wmr€

::;;"to r"t"in and explain the underlying religious ideas)' prrrtherrDore' as a con-

fii"O".;r..ntialist Srrl^t-"nn explained the phenomena of the NT in terms of that

li;i"ropfri.A system. TypicallS he found the essence of the NT to be the call to

ITJ;;J..i.rtn..rti.'.*isterrc.'-to embrace the summons of God as expressed

Tii"."."r"a. Clearly, scientism's ideology influences the interpretive results, just as

Idft;; ;t; Bible's own world-view allows for alternate explanations of the data'*

In an extremety insightfirl essag *our Flermeneutical Inheritance,' Roger

Lundin u"..s the hisioricJand philosophical roots of contemporiuy approaches to

in'J*r*ai"g.nt He compares the deductive approach of Descartes with the more

;l;;;r. orrJof B".or,. Iie then shows how American Christians in the nineteenth

;;;t combined Scottish common-sense-realism with the scientific approach of

;;;i" develop their basic hermeneutical approach. Lrrndin observes, (To get at

if ."*i"g of the Bible, they merely employed the inductive techniques exploited

ttl, conria"rable success by the nanrral scientists."a6 He argues that "inductive Bible

,aay; was very much the product of historical processes' particularly the assimila-

,io. of E"tghienment thought in America, and not necessarily the only' or a self-

"nia.n, 
and-universally supeiior method.aT Interestingly, Lundin observes how this

fascination with the inductive approach to biblical interpretation opened the door

fo, *y group, denomination, oicult to sanction its beliefs on the basis of its own

cxacting study of the Scriptures.a8

nspeaking of rhe epistemological stance of the scientific method, D. Tracy observes, "Scientism

has pretensions to a mode of inquiry that tries to deny its own hermeneutical character and mask its

own historicity so rhat it might claim ahistorical certainty" (Plutality and Ambiguity: Hermeneutics'

Religion, HopeIS^n FranciscJ, Harper & Row, 19871, 31). For many scholars this "certainry" excludes

the possibility of the miracles ,..oid.d in both Testaments. We could cite many other examples For

the anirudinal dimension of preunderstanding, lVellhausen's anti-iu&ism led him to denigrate the Law

(see lou H. Silberman, "\Crellhause.t and Judaism," Semeia 25 tl982l: 75-a2; and Moshe Weinfeld'

Getting At tbe Roots ol Wellbausen's undentanding of tbe Inu of Israel on tbe looth Anniuetsary of tbe

holqomena [erusalem: Institute for Advanced Srudies, 7979D.lt seems likely that Hegel's ideological

influerce underlay rvellhausen's vieq/ that Israel's history evolved through three distinct phases (R N'

Vhybray, Tbe Making of tbe pentateucb: A Metbodologicat Study, JSOTSup 53 [Sheffield: JSOT, 1987],

43). Gunkel's form criticlr..,-a methodological element-significantly affected a whole generation of

OT scholarship (cf. D. A. Knight, ',The Pentateuch,' in Tbe Hebrew Bible and its Modern Inte4)rete ,

ed. D. A. Xntg'ht, et al- tphiladelphia; Fortress and Chico, CA: Scholars, l%51 264, who observes, ". it

is now incon"ceivable to conduct critical exegesis without attention to form, genre, Sitz im Leben and

rntention"; see also V. Klan, Hermann Gunkel, FRI-A,NT 100 [Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht'

19691). Likewise, canon criticism has opened up important insights on the interpretation of the Psalms

(see c. H. \xlilson, Tlte EditinS of tbe Hebrew F\alter, sBtDs 76 [chico, cA; Scholars, 19851' 139-228;

and B. S. Childs, introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture [Philadelphia: Fortress, 19791 50+25)'
a5ln R. Lundin, A. C. Thiselton, and C. Valhout, Tbe Reqonsibility of Hermeneutics (Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans; Exeter: Paternoster, 1985). See also Lundin's essay, "Hermeneutics," in Contempo-

rnry Librury Theory, A Cbistian Appraisal (Gtand Rapids: Eerdmans, l99l), 149-71'
a6lundin, Thiselton, and walhout, The Responsibilit! of Henneneutics, 21'
{lwe do not mean to imply here that *e ielect the possiblity of an inductive approach to Bible

stUdy, or that one should not be'syste.r,atic and methodical in study. Ve have more to say about this

below.
€Lun<lin. Thiselton, and walhout, Tbe Res?nnsibility of Herrneneutics,22.
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Lundin concludes that, in reality, no one reads Scripture<r any literature, for
that matter-in a completely disinterested way, even though "many of us cling stub-
bornly to our beliefthat we can approach a text with Cartesian cleanliness and Baconian
precision."ae Alluding to the philosophical uadition of Heidegger, Wittgenstein,
Gadamer, and Ricoeur, Lundin concludes, "the idea of a disinterested interpretation
of a literary text becomes an impossible one for hermeneutical theory."so

It would seem then that preunderstanding may be viewed either as a desirable
asset or a dangerous culprit. Alas, asset or culprit may be in the eye of ttre "pre-
understander"! Of course, to the extent that the interpreter requires some
preunderstanding prior to coming to a text, it is indispensable. But equally, the
preunderstanding may distort the reader's perception ofreality and firnction like a preju-
dice adversely affecting the interpreter's ability to perceive accurately.

What we must take into consideration is that we do not always consciously
adopt or clearly recognize our preunderstandings or t}te role they play in the inter-
pretive process. fu the proverbial goldfish remains unaware of the water in which it
swims, we are not always conscious of our views of reality. Nor do we realize how
extremely idiosyncratic our preunderstandings may be-no one else sees the world
as we do.

These preunderstandings may be more or less influential on the process of
interpretation depending upon their relevance to the issue at hand. For example,
our African student's misunderstanding of the origin of snow probably made little
difference in her understanding of the text, "Though your sins are like scarlet, they
shall be as white as snow" (Isa I:I8). On the other hand, an ideology-like one's
view of the possibility of miracles-makes a major difference in how one interprets
the accounts that fesus rose from the dead. These two examples also illusuate that
some preunderstandings may have more far-reaching implications than others. One
only affects (and risks distorting) our reading of texts that concern snow The other
regulates how we read every incident or claim in both testaments that purports to
be miraculous.

Preunderstanding concerns what interpreters expect to "find" when they in-
terpret the Bible. Flistorians, using the best methods of rational inquirg expect to
uncover something about the ancient world. But most historians will not expect
to discover God or be able to speak about God as the result of that inquiry. They
will demur, saylng that their methods of inquiry cannot investigate such matters'
Using historical methods, they can say only what a certain people believed or wrote
about God. Likewise , a historical/grammatical analysis of the Bible can uncover
what the ancient texts say, but that same exegetical work can never assure that what
those texts say is true . In the words of Morgan and Barton, "Historical understand-
ing of the texts does not provide contemporary religious guidance unless one is

already convinced of their authority."sr In other words, Buddhists approach their

aelundin, Thiselton, and rValhout, Tbe Responsibility of Hermeneutics, 23.
slundin, Thiselton, and rValhout, The Responsibility of Hermeneutics, 24; also see Lundin'

"Hermeneutics, " 1,58.J.)3.
5rR. Morgan with J. Banon, Biblicat Intetpretation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 186.
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ca6riptures" convinced they will provide religious guidance. So do Muslims when

ghey read the Qu'ran and Mormons when they read the Book of Mormon. Again,

to quote Morgan and Barton: "Rational metiods are indispensable, but they read

the texts as human utterances, and cannot themselves speak normatively of uan-

scendence ."s2 To read the Christian Bible as normative Scripture requires that one's

preunderstanding include the presupposition that it is revealed truth.
' 

In the face of new evidence , our African student did not hesitate to adjust her

croneous preunderstanding about the origin of snow. One of our challenges as

interpreters is not simply to identifr and take into account our preunderstandings

but also to adjust or revise them, or courageously jettison those that prove to be

crroneous. We must learn to recognize our preunderstandings and to evaluate their

worth. We must have a basis on which to amend them or judge them to be un-

changeable.

A Philosophy of Interpretation as Preunderstanding

We have to make a decision about our basic stance in interpreting the Bible .

When most people think of biblical interpretation, they think of understanding an-
cicnt documents. Indeed, up until the 1940s or so the essential concerns of
hermeneutics were to investigate the world of the biblical author or editor, the re-
sulting texts, and the original readers of those texts. That is, in biblical interpreta-
tion one was concerned with the historical locus of the text-what happened in the
ancient world that resulted in what was written in the text. More recendy, however,
scholars have come to understand that hixorical rnetbod.s prove useful only when
one's objectives focus on recovering what happened or was written in history. If
one chooses to ignore the history a biblical text reports and focus on the text only,
then different methods and different conclusions will follow.

So while Morgan does not intend a literary approach to supplant or deny the
results of historical or linguistic snrdy, he argues that in today's pluralistic and rational-
istic world literary approaches "allow a large range of legitimate interpretations of
the Bible."s3 Morgan believes that to attempt to find "the single correct answer"
(i.e ., the correct interpretation of a text) would result in a hopelessly fragmented
Bible that "would off., fro- the distant past various pieces of in-formation with little
relation to the presenr."54 In other words, he implies that because people bring to the
slble various preunderstandings and they use the Bible for various purposes, no one

S S" right to say only one approach, if 
"try, 

is valid or true. Then are we Ieft with a
xlnd of hermeneutical cafeteria where we musr grant legitimacy to every method of
urterpretation and to all interpretersf May p.opl. simply choose how they want to
study the Bible, then employ appropriate -.thod", and finally display their conclusions)

.. Since in this pluralistic age we live with many truth-claims-those of the Bud-
dhist, Muslim, lew, and Christian, to name a few-Morgan believes it simply will

5tMorgan and Barton, Bibticat Interpretation, 786.
s3Morgan and Banon, Biblical Interpretation, 286.
aMorgan and Barton, Biblical Interpretation, 286.
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not do to arrogandy claim that a correct historical reading of the Bible supports

solely one's own religious perspective. Thus, he argues, if wc read the biblical ac-

counts as literature, religious people can simply affirm their views and positions on

other grounds and not make a historical use of the Bible serve that function. Morgan

does not want to expunge historical-critical cxegesis; ratlter, he seeks to relegate it

to its proper place of fine tuning existing theological formulations and keeping honest

those who already base their religion on the Bible .

But this call for a hermeneutic more committed to pluralistic openness leaves

interpreters liable to the grave danger of relativism. If the greatest virtue is toler-

ance or avoiding interpretations that offcnd those of other religions, then do we

simply abandon the search for uuth? Do we set asidc the Bible when we seek what

is true)ss Again, Morgan recognizes this inherent danger, but only calls for the criti-

cal eye of well-trained historians and linguists "to call rubbish by its name ."56 But it

is not clear how, if all literary approaches are equally welcome, the historians and

linguists can sufficiendy challenge as rubbish a specific "literary reading" of a text.

For if the historical perspective-what the text actually meant at the time written-

does not have the major and controlling influence, then various "readings" might

be termed equally legitimate, whether they be capitalist, Marxist, Iiberation, pro-

cess, feminist, or African-American.sT This is our point: we welcome literary meth-

ods for they enable us to understand and appreciatc the Bible's literary dimensions.

But in using literary methods we cannot abandon the texts' historical moorings. We

insist that the "historical" focus provides the best avenue to a legitimate "literary"
reading. We do not want an either-or approach.s8

As noted above, someone may adopt a certain philosophical position and

proceed to interpret through that grid. For example, building on a framework of

existentialism, Heidegger and Bultmann argue that the biblicd texts have meaning

only when we as subjects can engage those texts and their significance for our

stHistorically, Christianity has claimed that it is uniquely true-chat in Jesus we have the way'

truth, and life, the only way to God (n 14:6; Acts 4:I2). ln a well-reasoned book H. A. Netland

defends this currently unpopular assertion of Christian exclusivism. He asserts, "where the claims of

Scriprure are incompatible with those of other faiths, the latter are to be relected as false" (Dissonant

Voices. Religiotts Pluralistn and tbe Question of TrutblGnnd Rapids: Eerdmans; Leicester: InterVarsiry'

l99ll,34). Netland's point is zotthat all the claims or teachings of other religions are false, or that they

possess no value, or that Christians can leam nothing from them. Rather, when religions make conJlict-

ing claims to truth, the Christian position is the true one. Netland's work presents a compelling de-

fense of the historic Christian faith. All missiologists and philosophers of religion will need to exarnine

what Netland has presented. See also L. Newbigin, Tbe Gospel in a Pluralist Society (Grand R^pids:

Eerdmans: Geneva: WCC. 1989).
$Morgan and Barton, Biblical Intetpretation, ?.89.
slJfe will take up below our defense of texnral meaning as the primary goal of hermeneuttcs'
ryTo be fair, neither does Morgan argue for literary methods to replace historical ones He

realizes how subiective any interpretation can be, even those that purport to be "historical." He wants

a historical framework to govern only those studies whose aims are historical (Biblical Intetpret^ilon'

287). But, argues Morgan, where one's aims are religious or theological, other methods (i.e.,lil€fttyt.

need to provide the framework. History, for Morgan, takes the back seat. But, we protest, theological

beliefs must also be rooted in history, as the Apostle Paul argues conceming Jesus' resurrection in I

Cor 15:13-23.
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being.se Though their point has clear merit, they severely limit truth or reality to

what corresponds to our personal experience . What can justifr such a presumption?

We must question whether Bultmann truly views the Bible as divine revelation. If

the Bible is not fundamentally dif[erent from other literature , one can study it with

the same methods and approaches as other literature. Who would argue, then, that

existentialist categories provide valid grids for interpretationf But if the Bible is quali-

atively different from other literature, as God's authoritative revelation, then its

carcgories and its content surpass our existential human condition. Existential cat-

egories are not the only preunderstanding, though they may work for people like

Bultmann. Regardless of the preunderstanding, the addition of faith to the
inteqpreter's preunderstanding allows him or her to see new meanings in the text.
From the position of faith the interpreter can see that the Bible records the words
and activities of the transcendent God in human history.60

The so-called new hermeneatic followed upon Bultmann's more existential
understanding of hermeneutics.6r Instead of employing a methodology or process
for determining the meaning of texts (i.e ., what they historically intended to com-
municate), practitioners of the new hermeneutic focused attention on the modern
situation-how tlle ancient text speaks with power and freshness today. They stud-
ied the text through the lenses of today, rather than seeking to understand life to-
day through the interpretation of the text. "What reality or view of authentic
cxistence is conveyed in encounter with Scripturel" they asked. For them, under-
standing meant to hear the Word of God as an event) in some ways like what hap-
pened when the words of lesus' parables first impacted his hearers. It was more
than a talk; Jesus' words altered tieir circumstances and they had to respond. The
message *as word-event is grounded in something deeper than, and prior to, con-
scious thought."62 But what about the objective message conveyed in the Biblef Is
thc message that is relayed to the hearer in any sense the correct message? What
about the meaning the text had for its original readersf Ferguson's critique is well-
founded:

sThiselton cites Bultmann's declaration that "it is valid in the invesrigation of a text to allow
on€self to be examined by the text, and to hear the claim it makes" (Thiselton, Tuo Horizons, 191').
Additionally, Bultmann argues that to believe in lhe cross of Christ "does not mean ro concern
otrselves . . with an objective event (ein objektiu anscbaubares Ereignis) . . but rather ro make

,tlte. 
cross of Christ our own, to undergo crucifixion with him" (211). Finally, Thiselton says, "Bultmann

hsrsts that through history the interpreter comes to understand bimself. His reladonship to the text is
not theoretical but existentiell. only thus does the text'speak"' (287). Bultmann rightly has been criti-
ctzed because he places so much emphasis on the existential dimension that for him it matters little if
any.obiective or historical evens recorded in the NT even occurred. This is a serious flaw fbr, though
Lnrist's death or resurrection may be inspiring "my'thical events," if they did not actually occur inru$ory, how can they provide objective atonement or assure the Christian's own resurrection?6For a rather exhaustive treatment of these more existential approaches, including Gadamerrnd Bultmann, see Thiselton, Tuo Horizons.Also consult the review by \r. w. Kiein in TinityJournal,n.s. 2 (1981), 71_75.

b_ 
orRepresenutives 

include; J. M. Robinson andJ. Cobb, eds., The Neut Hermeneutic(New york:

ourFer^&_Row, 1964): R. v. Funk, Language, Hermeneutic and word orf God (New york: Harper &ryw' 1966); and C. Ebeling, God and Word (philadelphia: Fonress, 1967).
62In these words Thiselton is citing Ebeling (Thiselton, Ttao Horizons,344).
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what, for example, happens to history as a means of God's self-disclosurel once

again, it would appear that the contenr of the herlgm4 as an object of faith has

bien obscured. There is lirtle recognition that the crucifixion and resurrection

are historical events themselves creative of language, not merely'language events''

Language as the only hermeneutical guide fails to do firll justice to history.63

Liberntion theology is another approach to interpretation that illustrates ths

importance of preunderstanding.s The role the Church should perform in-bring-

ing justice to th. poor (initially in latin America) was the starting point for t[15

"p!io".h. 
These theologians do not simply snrdy the Bible on the basis of a set of

principles; they interpret the Bible on the basis of an agenda with the goal ofjustice

ior thi poor. Often Marxist, this ideological base becomes for these theologians the

preunderstanding for interpreting the Bible and for developing their political agenda.

Similarly, process theologians adopt a stance or preunderstanding through which

they view the Bible. Following philosopher A. N. Whitehead, they understand real-

ity as a process, a maelstrom of causes and effects in which humans make sense out

of their world.6s George Lucas suggests'

process philosophy is distinguished from other movements by its stress on the

pri-".y of change, becoming, and the event character of reality, in opposition

lo *hat Whitehead termed the static or 'vacuous' acrualities of uaditional sub-

stance metaphysics.6

According to these theologians, language is fluid, imprecise, and capable of a variety of

*eaningi Thus, understanding language cannot be exact for it conveys realiry.by

way of a-bstraction. Since all .."lity exists in such a state of fluctuation, the meaning

of a text in Scripture cannot be precise or authoritative . Neither the author's inten-

tion nor some historical meaning of a text determines the goal of understanding for

106 Introd.uction to Biblicnl Interpretntion

5sFerguson, Biblical Hermeneutics, 17 4.
trRepresentatives include: G. Gutierrez, ATlteologjt of Liberation(Maryknoll, NY: orbis' 1973);

J. Miguez-Bonino, Doing Tbeologt in a Reuolutionary Sitiation (Philadelphia: Fortress, 197); J L

segundo, Liberation of Tbeology(Maryknoll, NY: orbis, 197(t); andJ. P Miranda, cornmunism in he

Bible(Maryknoll, NY: orbis, 1982). we recognize the danger in aftempting to characterize a movement

in so brief a paragraph. but more nuanced comments *ill 
"pp.r, 

in the Appendix where we discuss

various social-scientific methods for Bible study.
6tSome representarives include D. Brown, R. E. James, and G. Reeves, eds., Process PhilosoPb!-

and Cbristian Tltougbt (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1971); J. B. Cobb and D. R Gilffin, Process IDev:'-

ogJ/: An Intfoducbry ryrosrtion(Philadelphia: 
,Jfestminste., 1976); and J. B. Cobb, Ploc1s Th,eo,lY 

ff
potitical Theologlt (Manchester: University Press; Philadelphia: Westminstet, 1982)' See also 6 '-

Whitehead, Science and tbe Modern World (Neut York: Macmilla n, 1927).Again we risk, yet ^$efiptto

avoid, caricatures in what follows. , ,. -^ah1)
6G. R. Lucas, Tbe Genesis of Modern process Thougbt: A Histoical Outline tDitb Bibltogruv"r

(Metuchen, NJ: Scarecfow Press and the ATLA, 1983),5.This book provides a basic survey.of Vroci{,

thinking with extensive bibliographies. See also id., Tbe Rebabilitation of Witebead @!:::^^:;;,

State U;iversiry of New York Press, 1989). Cf. J. R. Sibley and P. A. Y' Gunter' eds., Process PbttosuP"r

Basic Writings(Washington, DC: University Press of America, 1978), which compiles twenw-one es'

says on various aspects of process thinking in five parts: epistemology, metaphysics, science, erhics'

and aesthetics.
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nroccss hermeneutics. Process interpreters do not search for propositional truth;

[r.v simpty process what the reader has encountered in the text. Their preunder-

".rriai"g 
is clearly self-conscious and becomes a grid through which they under-

*na rtt. Bible'67- 
As we note in the Appendix, biblical scholars have gained many insights from

various behavioral sciences. For example, studies about the socinl context of the early

Christians have clarified many Pages of the NT.d Meeks illumines the nature of the

culy Christian church by evaluating the various aggregations of people in the Greco-

Roman world. For example , the phrase "the assembly at X's household" in the NT

points to a common Roman grouping and suggests a model for understanding the

naturc of the Church.6e Certainly one 's culture, whether ancient or modern, pro-

vidcs reasonable meanings for life's phenomena.

Because of this, E. V. McKnight argues that the nature of the modern reader's

Drcunderstanding has led to a fundamental shift in the hermeneutical task. In his

vicw, "A rend.er-oriented' npproach acknowledges that the contemporary reader's 'in-

Ending' of the text is not the sarne as that of the ancient author and/or ancient
rcaders.'7o He observes, further, "Biblical texts are perceived and interpreted in
quite different ways as a result of changes in world view and in social surroundings
within any given world view."7l In a later paragraph he summarizes: "keaders wohe
scnsc. Readers may perform their role constrained by their cultural contexts and
c,ritical assumptions and remain unaware of their potential as creative readers."72
For McKnight, the modern interpreter's ability to read the biblical texts "creatively"
ir a major gain. Such readers attain a new freedom because they are "no longer
constrained by traditional dogmatic and/or historical-critical goals of reading and
intcrprctation."T3 Clearly, McKnight's view greatly relativizes the Bible's teachings.
Since, for McKnight, the Bible's teachings are the product of a series of ancient
cultures and their primitive or precritical world-views, then they can have no

- 
67In R. Nash, ed., Process Tbeologlt (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1987), various evangelical scholars

tcspond to different facets of process philosophy and theology. They provide helpful assessments that

Tput 
process theology to classical theism and various theological and philosophical issues and

cter pe_rsonal iudgments of the usefulness of process thought.

.., - 
Sbtious examples include B. J. Malina, Tlte Neu Testament World: Insigbtsfrom Cultural An-

roiqpo/qgv (Atlanta: 
John Knox, 1981) and w. A. Meeks, The Firt llrbart Christians (New Haven: Yale

:ITtty 
Press' 1983), who attempt to apply sociological methods. M. Hengel, Judaism and Helle-

[T1bfu"' SCM, 1974), an eadier work, also explores important social issues in the ancient world,
wt not.with a self-consciously sociological agenda. For further insight see our subsequent discussioncto bibliography under social-scientific methods in the Appendix.

.,., ,lM...kt, First lJrban Cbristians, T5. see texts such as l Cor 16;19; Rom 16:5; phlm 2; Col 4:15;

;6[',]:,kt 
goes on to discuss households, voluntary associations, synaflogues, and schools to pro-

ffinTl*-T 
into how the fledgling church began to organize itself. To these, Tidball adds "the ciry

";,i'i"i.!i"r:";;,\';:";:;#:n;tr;;;:J:JH,",1y*T:1fi ,;;ff l'#l'o"'",
h.. ^3 

V McKnight, postmodern tlse of tbe Bible: Tbe Emergence of Reader-Oriented Critlcrszr (Nash-

I 
-' q:rtgdon' 

1988), 150 (our emphasis).

![ *M.Ktrignt. postmodern use, 149.
"r'rcx"iir,r, ;, ;;;:,; 

"irc, 
t6 t

"McKnight, postmodern use, 16l
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necessarily abiding authority for modern people . In this view whatever authority o1
application the Bible may have for people today must pass through this grid: that

it comprises culturally and historically conditioned documents, and that its cul-

tures and ours today are radically different. For McKnight, the reader's perception

of rhe text, not tbe tetct itself, is the ultimate basis of authority for the meaning of the

text.

Testing Preunderstandings

How can we know if our preunderstandings correspond to truthf G. kwis

argues that by proposing and then verif ing our presuppositions we can proceed

with our interpretive task without being hopelessly mired in a vicious hermeneutical

circle .7a kwis observes, "Presuppositions carry only provisional authority until ad-

equately tested and affirmed."7s One test of our preunderstandings is whether they

correspond with the biblical data. Yet a critic may ask why the Bible assumes the

role of ultimate authority. Any answer requires some further explanation. Why do

Christians presuppose that the Bible is foundationally uue I

Thoughtful Christians insist that accepting the Bible's truthfulness is not

merely a prejudiced dogmatism, an undefended presuppositionalism that simply as-

sumes its stance. That is to say, we do not position ourselves in the camp of those

whom apologists technically call "presuppositionalists" (e.g., C. Van Til). In this

view, one starts by assuming such tenets as God's existence or the truthfulness of

revelation in the Bible.76 We are more happy with a modified evidentialist or

verificationalist stance .77 That is, we believe we must start with certain hypotheses

7aG. R. Lewis, "Response to Presuppositions of Non-Evangelical Hermeneutics," in Hefineneuttcs'

InerTancy, and the Bible, eds. E. D. Radmacher and R. D. Preus (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 19tt'{),

61!26. Scholars employ the technical rerm "hermeneutical circle" in several ways: (1) asking ques-

tions of the text whose answers subsequently reshape the questions that are then posed Io lhe lcxt'

etc.; and (2) the phenomenon by which one cannot understand constitutent parts of a whole without

some comprehension of the whole, while at the same time recognizing that an understanding of the

whole comes by combining an understanding of its component parts (see Thiselton, Tuo Horizons'

104). In neither instance are we doomed to subjectivity; indeed, the burden of this book is to enable

understanding to proceed with oblectiviry. In fact, as we will show below, perhaps changing "circle"

to "spiral" alters the image enough to see we are not doomed to a "vicious circle." So see G R'

Osborne, Tbe Hermeneutical Spiral(Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 199D,6, 14.
75lewis, "Response," 620.
76In Van Til's words, "To argue by presupposition is to indicate what are the epistemological

and metaphysical principles that underlie and control one's method. The Reformed apologisr wttt

frankly admit that his own methodology presupPoses the truth of Christian theism" (C Yan T1l, The

Ikfense of tbe Faltb tPhiladelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co.,1'9551,116). Van Til took

issue with his colleague B. B. rvarfield who taup;ht that apologetics was a prior and separate disciphne ro

esnblish the truth of Christianiry before one moved to rhe other theological subjeca. Rather, Van lu

says, 'AIl the disciplines must presuppose God, but at the same time presupposition is the best proof'

(C- Van Til, An Introduction ti Systimatic TbeologltlPhlllipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian u.d R.fo.rn.d Pub'

Co., 19741,3). Ar this point we find ourselves more in sympathy with Varfield than Van Til.
zsee E. J. Carnell, An Introduction to Christian Apotogetics (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1948)'

103-721,, for a helpful discussion of what constitutes verification in apologetics.
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rhat we test and either accept or reject. We must evaluate the evidence for the

6trirri- claims in light of all the alternate truth claims.

We believe that such an approach establishes the viability and defensibility of

tlc hrstoric Christian faith. It explains the issues of existence and reality with fewer

difficulties than all competing alternatives. We do not claim proof in any scientific

scnsc. But in Carnell's words, "the Christian finds his system of philosophy in the

Biblc, to be sure, but he accepts this, not simply because it is in the Bible, but

bccause, when tested, it makes better sense out of life than other systems of phi-

bsophy make."78 We soundly reject a view that the Christian position is merely a

"lcap in the dark" opinion, no better (or worse ) than alternatives that many people
esinccrely believe ." Western culture exalts relativism and pluralism as great virtues,

dmost nonnegotiable axioms. We believe, in contrast, that absolute truth exists and

that it cannot be relativized so that contradictory claims are equally valid. We be-

licvc that to accept the Bible 's veracity best accords with the evidence .

A Christian Preunderstanding zs

As responsible interpreters we seek to employ whatever rational methods will
cnable us to understand the correct meaning of the biblical texts. But when it comes
to making judgments about the "theological" significance of those texts, we must
go bcyond our analltic methods. Though we share many of the critical methods of
thc sccular historians, we do so with our own preunderstanding of the significance
of the documents we are studying.

Secular historians may view the Bible only as a collection of ancient religious
texts. To treat it as such-which often occurs in academia or among theologically
litlcral critics-cannot lead to valid conclusions about the religious u"1.,. o, ugnin-
cancc of the Bible . The results are clearly "sterile ." However, as authors we believe
thar the Bible is the divine word of God. Only from that ,t*.. .* we use our
historical and critical methods and arrive at theologically meaningful and pertinent
rcsults. Hirsch puts it forcefully: "An interpreter's notion of the type of meaning he
confronts will powerfully influence his understanding of details.ito We posit that
our. stance provides the best basis for a valid understanding of the biblical texts.
Nchardson makes rhis point succincrly,

That perspective iiom which we see most clearly all the facts, without having to
explain any of them away, will be a relatively true perspective . Christians believe
that the perspective of biblical faith enables us ro see verv clearlv and without

nCarnell, 
Introduction, l)z.

T,ir*,- Lfu -*a 
have indicated at various poinrs already, we position ourselves in the ev:rngelical traclition,

,rr,--'"'tne lramework described, for example, by the Lausanne Covenant or the National Association
" cvanSelicals. Yet what follows need not be limited to "our circle" of Christians. The principles and

tr* 
we employ will yield significant understanding regardless of the practitioner, rhough readers'*,'tutering 

presuppositions and preunderstandings will admit or reiect our results in varying ways.-- qrc €Xt€nt that merhods are neutral (and we insist most are), the results will be similar.
i \. D. Hirsch, Jr., Validity in Intefpretation (New Haven: Yale University press, 1967),75.
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distortion the biblical facts as they really are: they see the facts clearly because
they see their true meaning.sr

We are members of the evangelical community. We have committed ourselves
to the faith understood by evangelicalism. This informs our preunderstanding and
provides the boundaries for our reading of the Bible . Though we must always sub-
mit to the teachings of the Bible as our sole and final authority, our actual
preunderstanding of the Bible as God's revelation guides our interpretation of its
pages. We insist, as well, that our commitment to the authority of the Bible derives
from our prior conviction of its truthfulness.

In a sense, our subsequent discussion of how to understand a text must be
closely tied to this discussion of preunderstanding. A document consisting ofwords
on a page remains an inert entity. What are ink and paper, after all? The significance
we give to those words depends to a large extent upon us: what significance do we
want to give to the wordsf The modern readers can do anlthing they please; no
court of law restricts how texts can be used or abused. We must decide if we want
to hear the words in terms of what they most likely meant at the time they were
written, or whether we want to use) or handle, or employ them in other ways. The
authors, editors, or communities that formulated the biblical texts obviously cannot
contribute to the present process of interpretation. Nor can the first readers be con-
sulted for their input. As ongoing debates in political circles about interpreting the
U.S. Constitution illusuate, people today decide how they will use old documents.s2
The biblical texts or the creeds of the church may well claim inspiration for the
Scriptures, but modern interpreters still decide how they will handle those claims.
Are theology and Christian practice to be based upon what the biblical texts seem
to communicate, upon the objectives, concerns, and agendas of the modern com-
munity that interpret those authors, or upon some combination of the twol
Evangelicals may insist (correctly we believe ) upon the primacy of the biblical
affirmations; however, as we have seen, the history of interpretation clearly demon-
strates the pervasive influence of the interpreter's agenda or preunderstanding.

Can we avoid being biased by our preunderstandingf Is there a way to critique

and correct our preunderstanding when it so completely encompasses all that we are?

If Christians are committed to being thoroughly biblical, then one solution is to sub-
ject our views to the scrutiny of Scripture . In other words, where beliefs and commit-

ments derive from our culture and contradict or oppose biblical truth, we must idendf|

them, and, somehow, specify and control their effects in the interpretive process.

What is the optimum Christian preunderstandingf We insist it should be one

that derives from the set of presuppositions listed earlier in this chapter. Bernaro

Ramm agrees with our stance. He argues that the Bible has unique features tiat

make oni's interpretation of it d.ifferent from the interpretation of other literature.s3

81A. Richardson, Cbristian Apotogetics (New York: Harper & Row' 1947)' 105.
s2ls our concem to apply the Constitution in the way its original framers intended, or in some

other manner?
s3B. Ramm, "Bibt ical  Interpretat ion,"  in Ramm, et  a l ' ,  I fermeneut ics (Grand Rapids:

Baker,  1987).

-
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I nr.isdans must bring an understanding of these unique fcatures to the process of

I ;;r"cdng 
a.hermel.*i.l system. These presu.ppositions ficrm the basis of our

I*a"nr*ding of the task of interpreting the Bible.
r'- 

What are the unique features ofthe Bible that formulate our preunderstandingl8a

l. First, we must recognize "the spiritaalfnctor"ss The firll pqpose of the Bible

isreahzed only by the work of the Holy Spirit "who illuminates the mind and wit-

o"*r"r,o the veracity of the divine verities."86 Illumination does not provide data or

information (the Holy Spirit does not provide further revelation to the interpreter),

nor docs illumination guarantee a correct understanding of the meaning of a pas-

sagc. Ramm agrees that the ministry of the Spirit cannot replace careful analysis and

ro:und exegesis, but it does assure that in conjunction with such diligence the be-

licvcr can apprehend the significance and scope of God's revelation. The Scriptures

drcmselves describe this scope: *All Scripture is given by God and is usefirl for teach-

ing, for showing people what is wrong in their lives, for correcting faults, and for

tcaching how to live right. Using the Scriptures, the person who serves God will be

capablc, having all that is needed to do every good work" (2 Tim 3:16-17 Ncv).tt
So the question is not whether a believer is biased, since all interpreters are

biascd, but, rather, does *the spiritual factor" irreparably bias the believer and thus
prevcnt an objective and true understandingf Not necessarily. In fact, the opposite
ic true. Given the spiritual nature of the Bible, only a spiritual interpreter can accu-
ntcly assimilate its contents. All others will simply miss the spiritual dimension-
thcy may even ignore it altogcther, whether consciously or unconsciously. Given
thc Christian presupposition of the Bible 's inspiration, if the divine Spirit who in-
spircd the Bible also enables believers to interpret it, then one could argue that they
tc bctter able to discern its true meaning!88 In fact, if the Bible informs correcdy,
Crod promised through the prophet leremiah that he would put his insuuction in
thc minds and hearts of his covenant people (fer 3I:33).

This "internal instruction" does not replace learning from the Bible, nor imple -
mcnting the process of hermeneutics, but it does suggest that God's people occupy
r unique position to grasp his message . Paul recognized that only a spiritual person
Possesses the capacity to apprehend spiritual uuths ( I Cor 2: l5f. ). Commenring on
rltls jext Fee speaks of "the main concern of the entire passage, namely, that God's
usdom can be known only by God's people because they alone have the Spirit."ae

eRamm's insights are wonh consideration. The following discussion owes much to his presen-
tauon, "Biblical Inrerprerarion," I tt-28.

6Ramm, "Biblical Interpreration." lg.
sRamm, 

"Biblical InterDrerarion." lg.

&^ .eTechnically, of course. this text refers to the OT. But when the Church canonized the NT, inErect it amrmed the same things for the NT.
snamm, "Biblical Interpietation," 19.

,.- ^ 
t"' D. Fee, 7be ri'nil ipistle to tbe Cointbians. NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 109.

:!oes-on to assert Paul's point that only the person possessing God's Spirit is able to "'discem' in the

ff "f 
being able to rn"k. appropriate 'judgments' about what God is doing in the world" (117).

llllY'- ft. person who has the Spirit can discern God's ways. Not necessarily all things, of course,

il"[.thingt that penain to the work of salvation, marrers formerly hidden in God but now revealed
suSh the Spait" 018).
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God'sanoint inghaseducat ivevalue(I ln2:17) 'Concerningthislat terverse'
Smalley says: ..so ."d;;; the spiritual instruction which the uue believer has

received, lohn conclu#;';;t;t need for temporal ':it-lt:g]:removed""e. gg

course, we must tttt thi' asserdon in context' SmaIIey notes that tn opposruon t6

snostic teaching, f"ht;;;J" that *the 'consecratedi Chtitti- ' has no need

If (basicl) spiritual i"";t;;;' rrt i' 
"t""ay'set 

apart' for God\ truth'"er In other

words, the believer J;;;il;;sia ryt1"" 
to'gttp and' implement God's truth'

2. Tbe entire Bibi|th" 
"...p.id 

.",,o,'-,, oi ;n'p;,'A text and object of study.

As Ramm puts it, "rit ot'ity of St'ip*tt.and the harmony of Scripture is fesus

Christ and the rea.mpti;" il r.*t".io., *hi;.".rt n in him''e2 That is' the Church

believesthatbothtestalnentsconsti.tuteaChristianbook,forthethemeofsalvation
accomplished in christ comprises its .rr..rtiJ message .e3 The message of both tes-

tarnents fits together' wh; il; oT teaches finds fulhlment and completion in the

NT. In no NT ,.*, ao i.lir.*., any hint thatchrisaans should jettison the oT'ea

3. Gott n'""'ni'iii-;t*gtin the Bibte progressiu-t^!!-':::*t' one cannot

dojusticetointerpretingvarioussectionsofthJBibleapartfr-omrecognizingand
raking this factor ,rr,o lio,rn,. God meets p.opr. where he.finf: *t* and then'

over time, develops and expands his purposes 
"t'd 

ptog'"- in the world and with

his people' The Bible reflects this progression as the 01 prepares for and' in some

instances, gives way ," J.-Nr. rvrr.r. ,t. isr 
".rr.nds 

the significance or applica-

tion of the oT in ligii;i;;";; *-Tg:lJ Nr t"rct precedence- and becomes the

slasses through *hi:;;];.ft.-Oi;t In many instances the NT does not sup-

il"rrt o. alter the or, *airr such placcs ;;;Jtt*"ce of the-oT remains' The

Look of proverbs ir;';J;.-;;r-pi. of,r"g. aduice that uanscends time and cul-

ture . Truth is uuth,;'ii';; *u't t""n'rtv";;;; t'nat"t*d- a// secdons of the

Bible_in both test^ie;,;.-w.-;"*,.. to*-ti^;*;t.t unfold over time and

tt roognorrt his revelation in the Bible 'e6

r**l*[**$[r,'s*t{f::ffi fr jurl
idcntical -ttP.ti:.:tjs 

in forms that readily a..o--pli.h this purpose.
drus, has cast hrs worcrs "l l"-':::.:,-l ;:;;:";;,;;;i i,., .ono"i, to scientific natural-

6. Thc st'tpernstarol is ffirmert in Scrip,ture'e8 In contrast::-t-:

irm that refuses to speak of rhe super.r"a,rr"t, *. accept the potential realiry of the

nrpcrnatural. Though God does ntt "normily'; to"*"utne the narural laws of the

ooi""o", which he ,.a op, n. ."n, for his own sovereign purposes, act in ways that

rggm to us miraculour. Th*, when we 
"r,.o.r.r*, 

,"pJtm 
"rtrte 

suPernatural in the

Biblc,we accePt,h"t'";;;di;ie and possibit' p'onidtd they ar; true miracles' we

rcicct thc purely 
""*rJi*. 

*planation (or beit"r, rejecdon) of the miraculous ac-

ournts in the Bible, which purports that trrey *.,. *,i*.''. by gullible pcople in

pdmitivc times. If 
" 

,;;;;;.God. hi: 
t;id 

i" h"-- historv' we see no valid

tG$ontorcicctthep..,".,."ofthemiracolo.,,o,thepossibilitythatGod'srevela-
tiron would rcport such incidents'

7. The n*u * n iuntoS;cs.l booh.Ramm puts it in terms of "theological exege-

tir.'e Hc explains, *Theological exegesis :*t*at 
grammxical exegesis in that theo-

hglcal cxcgcri, i. i"t*rtJit' th" laigest implicatlons "{tht::li: 
ts The Chrisdan

intcrprcter does not simply want to explain the historical meaning of a text but also

rccks to draw out its theological significance and implications fo^r people today' (The

inplications of this p"i"it^iif be Jovered in detail in chapter l0 on the various uses

of thc Bible).

htunderstandings Change with Understanding

Interpreters approach texa with questions' biases' and preunderstandings that

emergc out of ,t.i, p..rorrJ ri-"rio.t,' Inevita'bly, those.preunderstandings influ-

Gtrce ttre ansrnr'crs thev obtain. However, the answcrs also then affcct the interpreter:

F;;ilfrii;,ti.",rrr.*r.r., who becomes not only the subject interPreting
but tfrc ;i;;',--;;r*a.'n ."U our African student with her preunderstanding

sS. S. Smalley, 1, 2, 3Jobn,rJvBC 51 (Vaco: Vord' 1984)' 125'

slSmalley, 1, 2, 3 Jobn, 125

;*1T;}#l|i:1#:,T1:i1?il2$int..a.ry-_cr,,isdans arrempred to understand thei' scripture

rwhich, or course, was f: Jil;;;il; d:,:: 1;ii:i5ilt'*:'"#llff ::';:ru;;

t*i.*i'xttT:'1^'*"?f"l''li{q:{::ffi *Klt**jn:*fl ,J[:'JilT;
il."ilrt. provided the language and imagery lor mu(

."r.1*^v'"!y"".::: j::,:fiF':."-"i:#T[?i***n:ru;;*l';4t*::;:;'il:;':il
Old Testament Passages 

(

InterDretation,edDAUt"'n"tOiootftttvtC'"t ' inupiat'Zondervan'in"];12iit"O':":{:

.:kn?r,,,":nyif::If:^,:::.i:?::ililf :t?T:,i;]J"i'"'''lrl#ffi ;;;be,.win
il J;;;; l"'r.,. ^"4 the Law 

.-.r< tn sacrifice animals rhat are superseded 
and

:Jyffi;uiJri:,;,.romiir!i='":{:#:n":$il,[:['ffi ii'ii;:;;rr'.*:
defective. Along rhe -r# 

"ii"* 
oio ut^.t 

";a 
#* i"tt''"" ""* 

"colorized" to make rn(r'

rnore aftracrive, insighrs *iril;; * often help -to 
."rr'^.* l,tnt or color on the oT For further nc'r

see w. c. Kaiser, Jr' '"*oi) o)'Zi-r^i"**iltt*tte' tct"tJ Rapids: Zondervan' 1978)'

ssee our ai"t'"''otl#t'oilt t* *t t'"t of tit oT' pp' 12o-32'

tRamm, "Biblical Interpretation," 23
sRamm, "Biblical lnterpretation," 24'

\amm, "Biblical Interpretation," 25'
rmRamm,'Biblical Interpretation." 26'
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about snow Once she realized that snow fell from above, that it did not emerge out

of the earth, she revised her understanding about this precipitation. In her adjuste4

understanding it fit in the same category as rain, rather than in the category of dew.

This scenario has led interpreters to speak of a hermeneutical circle, or better,

a hermeneutical spiral.ror Every interpreter begins with a preunderstanding. After

an initial study of a Biblical text, that text performs a work on the interpreter. His

or her preunderstanding is no longer what it was. Then, as the newly interpreted

interpriter proceeds to question the text further, out of this newly formed under-

standing further-perhaps, different-answers are obtained. A new understanding

has emerged. It is not simply a repetitive circle; but, rather, a progressive spiral of

development.

HERMENEUTICAL SPIRAL

BIBLICAL TEXT PREUNDERSTANDING

Admittedly there is an inevitable circularity in interpretation. When we Pgslt
the requiremeni of faith to understand the Bible fully and then we go to the Bible

in ordir to understand God's self-revelation in Christ in whom we have faith, the^

process has a definite circularity. But we argue simply that an appropriate level ot

preunderstanding is necessary for any kind of knowledge. This, as we have seen, ls

ih. ,r"tor. of alf inquiry. Thus, one musr have some knowledge of God even to

arrive at the preunderstanding of faith. Then that stance of faith enables the Chris'

tian to srudi the Bible to .o--. to a deeper understanding of God and what the

Scriptures say. As we learn more from our study of Scripture we alter and enlarge

our preunderstanding in more or less fundamental ways. In essence, this pro-cess

describes the nature of all learning: it is interactive, ongoing, and continuous' When

believers study the Bible they intiract with its texts (and with its Author)' and' as a

result, over time they enlarge their understanding.

rorcf. osborne, Tl)e Hermeneutical spiral, 1o,324; W. J. Larkin, Jr., Culture and Biblic1l

Herneneutics (Grand Rapids: Bakea 1p88), 3o2; and R. c. Padilla, "Hermeneutics and culture: A Theo-

logical Perspective," in Gospel and Culture, ed. J. R. Iu(/. Stott and R' T' Coote (Pasadena: William CareY

Llbrary, 1979), 63-78.

-'J
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l
I f.r-derstandings 

and Obiectivity in Interpretation
I

i following such a discussion of preunderstanding, one may wonder if we are
| ,t-rcd to subjectivity in interpretation. Can we ever interpret the Bible in an ob-

ilrrin" fashion, or do we simply detect in is pages only what we want or are predis-
: 'oor"a 

to seel Can we only say what is "true for me" and despair of finding uuth

funt is universal or absolute I These questions hinge on the validity of our presuppo-

sition that the Bible communicates truth and constitutes God's revelation to us. If

God has revealed truth in the Bible, then it seems reasonable also that he has made

us capable of apprehending that truth, or at least some measure of it. Thus, though

wc inevitably bring preunderstandings to the texts we seek to interpret, this does

not mean that we cannot apprehend tie meaning they impart. Particularly if our

coal is to discover the meaning the texts conveyed at the time they were written, we

f,.u. ro-. objective criteria to validate our interpretations.
Thus we refuse any charge that our view simply jettisons all inductive assess-

mcnt of the facts or data of the text and its situation. Recognizing the role of our
prcunderstanding does not doom us to a closed circle-that we find in a text what
wc want to find in a text-though that looms as an ever-present danger. The hon-
cst, active interpreter remains open to change , even to a significant transformation
of prcunderstandings. This is the hermeneutrcal spiral. Since we accept the Bible's
authority, we remain open to correction by its message. There are ways to verify
intcrpretations or, at least, to validate some interpretive options as more likely than
othcrs. It is not a matter of simply throwing the dice . There is a wide variety of
mcthods available to help us find what the original texts most likely meant to their
initial readers. Every time we alter our preunderstanding as the result of our inter-
action with the text we demonstrate that the process has objective constraints, oth-
crwise, no change would occur; we would remain forever entombed in our prior
ccmmitments.

W. Larkin makes the valid point that because God made people in his own

it:.q: ,t.t have the capacity to "tr'anscend preunderstanding, eual r"t. it, and change
it'"r02 People are not so captive to their priconceptions that they cannot with con-
ccious effort transcend them. One of the tacticr, t"tkln believes, that fosters the
Process of evaluating and transcending our preunderstanding as interpreters is to
"scek out the defnite and fixed meaning intended by the author of the texr and to use
&ripture as the final critical authority for judging exuabiblical thought-patterns."I03

L: 
The hermeneutical spiral can be very positive as God thro.rgh his Holy Spirit

Drrngs new and more adequate understanding of his truth andlts applicaiion to

to2larkin, 
Culture and Biblical Hermeneutics, 299.

*- _ 
rorlarkin, 

Culture and Biblical Hermeneutics, 3OO. However, as we will defend in detail below,

l^= LT, "n 
safer ground to set as a goal to detect the meaning of a given texr rarher than the meaning

ll-"].h* 
intended. Also, tarkin may be overly optimistic when he assures us, "inrerpreters who'"'rsctouslY 

set aside their cultural preunderstanding can be confident that the grammatical-historical-'{arary conteK will enable them to find the plain and definite meaning of the text" (301). whether we.rn set aside our cultural preunderstandings remains a huge question. A good starting point is simply'qy to idenrifo them and to assess their influence.
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CHAPTERFTVE

The Goal of
Interpretation

UY
V y hcn we communlcate , we seek to convey a message to others'-Impticidy, those

wtro hcar or r""a tfr"t -.rrage will see k to understand iti me aning. We usually say that

communication succeeds lihen the meaning received corresponds to the meaning

scnt. Mthin the scope of wrinencommunication, we can talk aboutthree potential

.lPccts of meaning: t f i.ft. meaning the author intends to convey' (2) the meaning

thc rc"d.r .r.d.irirrar, *a ( 3 ) the frammatical and textual me aning of the words on

rh" t"g..-W;;;;;;. that'whalan author intends to communicate corresponds

prccise-ly to the meaning of the text; however' an author may not frame the message

corrcctly or put on p"p.", pr..is.ly what he or she meant' In those cases, the author's

intcndcd -J*l"g'*iif 
""fy 

*",.h to o certain 4egree what the words on the page

mcan. Likewise - what a re ader unde rstands will not nece ssarily corre spond with either

thc author's intention or the text's meaning. For these reasons we distinguish among

bel ievers' l ives.I f theBiblcisuue(andthistakes":b*\ , t : - : - : rpresuppo^sid:nt) '
then subscribing to i., oo,t, .o,,stitutes the most adequate starting.point for inter.

preting its content. soiJorr. that would be insufficient to comprehend the Bible.

To understand the Bible's message adequately demands appropriate methodology

and the wilingness ;i;;;;;r.;;rs to^allow the Bible to alter 6r clarifu theil

preunderstanaing,. rii -ti"phq of a.spiral suggests the. most'healthy approach to

an adequate .o^pr.f,t"'iot' lf trtt Bibie' fu ittgutott has said: "' all knowl-

edge is elusive , *d ," ;;; it dt-""d' a great deal of effort on our part' not the

least of which is keepin! a watchful eye on our own personal and societal forms of

preunderstanding."1e

ruthorial intention, perceived meaning, and textual meaning'
Though orr. -"y never compl.tliy o.rd.*tand all dimensions and nuances of

r qpccific *Irr"g., noimally the goal of the recipient in communication is to under-
rtand what the luthor/speaker intended. Yet, when we read a literary text or listen
to an oral ;.r;. *. .*rroa read the author's or speaker's mind; we can only
work with ,t. nufi.i." or verbal message. In biblical interpretation, when we have

9llly ttr. written text to study, our goJ ir to understand the meaning of that text'
Each inaiviJ;;i ;;;; *", *.ii,..r 

"i 
ro-. time in history in a specific culture by

f p.^"" t^iiil o.rt""^r framework of preunderstandings. The author or editor
rsFerguson, Biblical Hermeneutics' 17




